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RICK FOCH, AGE 15, ISN'T AN 
EXPERT YET ... BUT ALREADY 
HE'S WINNING EVENTS USING 
TOP FLITE MODELS AND 
PRODUCTS 

TOP FLITE MODELS 2635 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL . 60616 
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ORDER NOW! 
Make your selections on the handy clip and mail order form below. 

NEW KITS Como complete, ready-to-bu ild with full lnslruclions. 
(Order motors separately below). 

MODEL TYPE LEIIGTH BODY HT. WT. R'CMMED UNIT QUAH. TOTAL DIA. l,IOTOR(S) PRICE 

u.s.s. Delta-Vee 
EAGLE Sport 37" 1.6" 4.2 oz. E26-4 or $4.95 

F70-6 
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HI-perform- E26·8 or ance 30" 1.6" 2.7 oz. 3.95 
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UIKE· Thruster 18 

TOMAHAWK Scale 31" 1.4" 3.5 oz. 86-2, CG-2 3.50 
or 08·3 
l,linijel 

SPACE 2-StaJe 18" 0.6" 0.7 oz. A3-0m 2.00 
ANGEL Spo booster and 

A3,6m 

Mltll• Sport 10.5'' 0.8" 0.7 oz. A3·6m 1.00 
HAWK 

P.CIIUTER Contest 12'' 0.8" 0.5 oz. A3-6m 2.00 
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Perhaps it is only natural that most people, including us 
modelers, t hink rubber-power is strictly for very young be• 
ginners. The word rubber brings l o mind little plastic propel• 
lers, all-balsa stick models adorning peg-board racks at the 
store, Delta Darts, and, if you've ever seen big mixed-event 
contests, the absorbing picture of old guys stretch-winding 
hard-to-build super models. That 's a shame. 

Rubber can be a most superior form of power. Not only 
does it offer to the beginner simplicity, low-cost , and a 
speedy route to get a model into the air, but it is the most 
natural small-f lying-site medium next to the ty pical control• 
line j ob. But its potential for flying successfully , where o ther 
forms of power really don't f it in, is largely unrecognized. 

Many people build radio control exclusively. Radio mod
elers are, let's face it, older and well-off financially. One has 
only l o add up the cost of k it, engine, radio and accessories 
to l<now that. The flier usually has to make the most of an 
outlying f ly ing spot shared by many others- and share fly ing 
time with them. The sport control-line fan needs a paved 
parking lot, close-cropped f ield, or other suitable surface to 
f ly from- and the smaller the model and the engine (and the 
wheels), the better the surface required. He, too, must often 
f ly w ith others- frequently under limitations which Insure 
safely for t he ignorant spectator who would wander into the 
circle. 

Overlooking rubber , most free flighters create models 
which require the largest flying sites of al l. The systems they 
use to limit engine run, and to dethermalize the plane so it 
will not vanish in the thermal and will return to earth within 
a distance which makes recovery possible, are approximately 
as complicated as those used for control-line Carrier jobs, or 
the simpler radio-control planes. Dedicated free flighters may 
drive 50 to 100 miles into the country to share a day wi th a 
few other club members. 

More people f ly sport and fun models than any other 
types. There are two ways to power- three if you count CO· 
2- the gas engine or rubber power. Or, of course, you can go 
the glider route, from hand-launch through towline. But we 
are talking about props and the ways to spin 'em. Rubber can 
be suited precisely to any flying si te- be it the living room, 
school gym, front lawn, ball field, or farm. That's done 
through a combination of plane size and power. The rubber
powered prop stops precisely at the number of t urns im
parted, 150, 200, etc. You don't need to time t he engine. 
You can hand-wind the model without an assistant, or 
stretch-wind with someone to hold it- that for maximum 
duration. 

You can use rubber for scale. Screaming teeny props 
don't sound any more real than rubber ones, and whi le rub
ber yields a steadily declining power as turns run out (and 
that fits the flight pattern just fine), the gas engine can vary 
its mix ture, its revs, and its duration-unless you use a timer. 
A scale job that leans over into an ever-tightening circle and 
ever-s teepening climbs with a screaming engine hardly seems 
to be a scale model. A 20· to 30-in. sport model will y ield all 
the fun and satisfaction that medium to large open fields 
permit, If rubber-power is used. 

More and more rubber kits are appearing on the market, 
some of the nicest by small out fits whose proprietors are fun 
modelers. (We do need props in the eight to 12-in. category.) 

Your editor tried rubber scale, from 15 in. to a nine-foot 
Fokker Universal. There were 45-in. P· l 2s and N ieuport 17s, 
and all manner of crates in between. That's a bit much now• 
days. But do take a hard look at rubber. You won't regret it. 

- Bill Winter 

Rubber band-powered models grow t o quite a size for outdoor flying. 
A y oung modeler launches his rubber model at Natlonals. 
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Is Modeling Un-American? 
I asked my coach (7th grade) about fly
ing airplanes in the gym. He said in 
Russia they force kids to make model 
airplanes and I should stop because it 
isn't a good American thing to do. Is he 
right? My parents say maybe. 

Tommy Higgins 
Albuquerque, N .M. 

Your letter reminds us of when we 
were i11 school. The science teacher 
told us that an airplane could not 
fly if the prop stopped. SIie said it 
would crash. She neuer knew that 
most planes will glide and she prob
ably neuer heard of a glider. 

Well she was wrong. She didn't 
like being told so. Adults can be 
wrong. No one is so smart that he 
knows all the answers. Your teacher 
is wrong. But you might just as 
well forget it. Here is some informa
tion anyway. 

The Nauy was host to the 
National Model Airplane Cham
pionships for 25 years. They made 
auai/able for one weeh an entire air 
station and supplied hundreds of 
men to help. About 1500 modelers 
flew planes there including Radio 
Control. 

The Academy of Model Aero
nautics, a non-profit organization in 
Washington which makes rules, 
sa11ctio11S contests, etc., has ouer 
40,000 members with an auerage 
age aboue 30. They haue 800 major 
clubs and sanction nearly 2000 con
tests a year. 

There are fiue magazines with a 
combined circulation approaching a 
half million. The model industry 
(manufacturers, etc.) has a uolume 
of $50,000,000 a year. 

Modeling is a sport as well as a 
hobby, arid is indulged in by people 
of all ages. Junior American Mod
eler for teenagers has readers all the 
way up to 82 years of age. Model
ing teaches many shills, and 
sharpens thinhi11g, because design, 
solutions to problems, structures, 
etc. require ability to learn and im
proue. 

At your age one should not go 
ouerboard, howeuer, because school 
studies are important to one's 
future. 

Model building is not playing 
. with toys. Only the uninformed 

might think so. And it certainly 
isn't un-American. In fact, many 
schools haue clubs and e:1:tra
curricu/ar modeling actiuity. 

-Editor 

Building "Strange Stuff" 
May I compliment you on Junior Amer
ican Modeler., It is doing exactly the 
right thing in presenting an assortment 
of off-beat models, helicopters, canards, 
etc.- fun models that really work. For 
the past three summers I have been on 
the faculty of Holden V illage, a family 
retreat center in the Cascade Mountains; 
whi le there I have gotten deeply in
volved with model building. I always 
have 15 or 20 kids building models at a 
furious pace. 

For most of them, it's the first time 
they have ever seen a model really fly. I 
learned that most programs introducing 
kids to models go about i t t he wrong 
way. They start with basic models and 
gradually increase to stick and tissue, 
then contest, then scale, then unortho
dox. The kids want i t just the other 
way. They want to build t he strange 
stuff right off; they want funny flights. 
Later, after they come to appreciate 
modeling, they also come to appreciate 
the more orthodox models. Your maga
zine, needless to say, got a lot of use last 
summer. I w ish it had been around 
earlier. 

Roald Tweet 
Rock Island, Ill. 

Uses Handy Hints 
I am 14 years old and my plane is the 
"Ringmaster J.R." profi le control line 
model. T he wingspan is 30 inches and 
takes .0~ to .19 engines. 

A Fox .15 is mounted on my plane 
and it has been covered in white Mono
Kote. The Ringmaster J.R. can be pur• 
chased at any hobby store. All the 
special techniques were taken from 
"Handy Hints" in Junior American 
Modeler . 

Mike Allen 
Indianapolis, Ind. 

(Continued 011 page 50) 

CARL GOLDBERG 
"TODAY I SAW THE 

IMPOSSIBLE HAPPEN'' 
WhM I bovght my fint Ca rl Goldberg model, I d idn't believe a ll the F,tOpogondo 1ho1 was wr itten 
cbout lh.e •ul' \'li t<1rd• . _ I took ii ho.,.e end b1,1il t it, pul o piyched~lic poin t iob °" it ond then 
1howed 11 off to oll trr/ fr1endL I wo, ltill gfr<1id to ll y ii bc.:oute I hod ne-,,er fl o--..,.n ~ f01e . 

The lint 1i.'T",I! I lca.rnched it, it went five lcp1 ond then I c ro,l-.•d if. To my 1tJrpri 1e ii w01n't hu, t . 
P,omise n ,r,'iber 1- folfil!ed . On flight n Vfftber t-.. ·o , it never CCJT,e out o f the olr ._,-,ti l it rcn out 
of fuel. I ho..,e since then fla..,..n o,..u fifteen perfect f ligh11 . B,,.i t today I S<TN the imponib le 
hopptn. It fie-.., t-Ho perfect flights in wM, or up to 20 MPH . The other gv,'1 pf.a~ i1 no.., being 
repoire-d. Thcnk, to fail -1ofe fTf'/ plane h 1till beoutilul . I 1,11ed o broken pop-side slick. c l 0 
:.him lor 11.e engir,e to be tilted to 11-ie right . 

The nut fly ing m>df!I I buy w ill be Corl Goldberg. I d idn' t like tnt! Ce coh thot you sent w ith 
the modf!I s.o I c.ut potlern s in s.on-.e mi:nking lop-a c;ind mode r:r, Q'.,;n . You 1hould tell kid , thc;it 

they c.on r;,a'..:e good insign io tl-.ot woy . 

Kup up the good w0-1'k . 

MODELERS-

A happy c;u st0<r.er 

Stc-.-e Jordon 

LET US HEAR YOUR EXPER IENCES! 

Every Carl Goldberg Model 
Has ... 
,,,,- Each Step Clearly Pictured 
,,,,- Proven Flying Performance 

BEGIN WITH 
RUBBER POWER! 

RANGER 21 - All die-cut balsa parts. 21" . 
span beauty. .............................................. $1,98 

f~~1~~s~ .~.~.::::'..'.~~~~.'.~~ .. ~~.~~.~.~.~:.~:'.'. .. 2.
8
.''.. sfl~a 

SHo:sTRING RACER -18" span. All die-
cut alsa. .................................................... $1,98 

t;ESSNA 180 - The champion of business 
liners, 21" span......................................... $1.98 

SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS-A miniature dupli· 
cate, 21" wingspan. ................................ $1.98 

SOAR WITH FREE FLIGHT! 

• CONTRO~ LI NE 
MOVE UP TO CONTROL LINE! 

Q----
,-- ------ ~ ----·- ~ . 

Little oo 

LITTLE TOOT - Sporty Biplane, for .049 
engine, all d ie-cut ba lsa. ...................... $3.95 
Ll'L WIZARD - Shaped balsa wing, die-cut 
fuselage, 21" span, for .049 engine ....... $3.95 

STUNT MAN 23 - Die-cut balsa, 23½" , for 
.049-.09 engine. ........................................ $3.95 
P-40 FLYING TIGER - 18" span, all ba lsa 
pre-l ab for .049 engine. ........................ $3.50 

Ll'L JUMPIN' BEAN - 21'' span Favorite 
½A stunt model. .................................... $3.50 

SWORDSMAN 18 - Die-cut balsa, 18" soan . 
for .020-.049 engine. ................................ $3.50 

"'ll' l WIZARD" 

'-.., 

• RAD IO CONTR OL 

Junior Satan -
VOC:,DO O - 36" combat-stunt for- .19-.3t 
eng,ne. . ....................................... Single kit $4.95 

Double kit $8.95 
JUNIOR SATAN -.29" sprn, combat-stunt, 
for ,15 to .19 engines ................... ........ $3.95 

Ll'L SATAN - 19" span, ½ A combat-stunt 
for .049 engine. ........................................ $2.95 

GRADUATE TO RIC! 

'-"-· 
,.,.,. 

• 

Shoestring- " .-......,,~_ 
Stu nter ~ 

½A BLAZER - Die-cut balsa, tissue 40" 
span, tor .049 engine. ............................ '$4.95 SHOESTRING STUNTER -42" Top stunt 

model for .19-.35 engine. ...................... $7.95 
RANGER 30 - Die-cut balsa 30" span for 
.010-.049 engine. . .................... '................. '$3.95 

WITTMAN BUSTER - 40" Sharp stunt model 
for ,19-.35 engine. .................................... $7.95 

VIK!NG - 48" span, Hi-thrust, f or .049-.051 
eng,ne. ........................................................ $5.95 

CO~MIC WIND - 43'' span, for .19 to .35 
eng,ne........................................................... $7.95 

Ranger42 
kANGER 42 $19.95 

r·•----------.. CARL GOLDBERG MODELS INC. 
I 25H W , C,rmak Rd., Chlc,oo, Ill. 6~608 I 
I I am send ing 20, far 8 p g . l llustra t t-0 C~t a I 
I :?c.":'!'!;ar:i:ei:;R:n~~i~~ti~? A;~ ~~~~1

1
~~1:ni; I 

I and H"ad,o Cont,ol Oef1nit,ons. I 
I NAM~------ - - -- I 

CARL GOLDBERG MODELS INC. 
2544 WEST CERMAK ROAD • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60608 

I ADORES$, ___ ______ _ I 
■ CITY __________ _ I 
I STAT._ _ ___ __ -21P = 

·--------------· II 



What's Your Question! 
ERIK R. KUGLER 

Q: I am a beginner, and I don't know 
much about radio control. I want to 
build an RC car, but I don't have plans. 
Also, I want to know where to get an 
inexpensive beginners RC set. Could 
you tell me where to get some plans for 
a car, or recommend a radio control set? 

Tim Miller 
Plandome, N .Y. 

A: Your letter is typical of many we 
g_et. Let me try to answer your ques
tions one at a time. First, I would re
commend that you find out more about 
the specialized area of modeling called 
~C Car ~acing. Fortunately, there is an 
inexpensive book available that will 
answer many of the questions that you 
now have and will have as you learn 
n:iore about RC cars. This book is "Get
ting Started in R/C Car Racing" by 
Geor~e Siposs. It sells for only $1.25, 
and Is available from the publishers of 
JAM. This book is right up to date too. 
It was originally published in 1972 so 
many of the ideas are still current.' 

After you read the book you may 
not want to have your initial project be 
one that is built from scratch. In fact, 
there are many fine complete systems 
on the market that include both the car 
and _the RC equipment. Many of these 
outfits are nearly ready to run right out 
of the box. Once you have learned all of 
the basic principles, then you can build 
a car that meets your needs. 

Asking for an inexpensive beginners 
set poses some problems. You will need 
a digital proportional set. To make a 
long story short, it will cost you about 
$10~ at a mi~imum to get a complete 
o~tf1t t_hat_ will do what you have in 
mind. PIckI~g an RC car outfit is a very 
personal thing. For me to pick one for 
you would be like me picking a best 
friend for you. Please read the adver
!isers in _JAM, and, if you have a copy, 
in American Aircraft Modeler. Also see 
what types of outfits the fellows in your 
area are using. I f you get something 
similar, t~ey can help you get started. If 
all else fai ls you can write to the manu
facturers of complete RC car outfits for 
promotional materials, and compare for 
yourself what is on the market and what 
you can get for your money. If that 
does not work send a self-addressed 
stamped envelope for a catalog to Bo
Link Industries, Box 80653, Atlanta, 
Georgia 30341. 

Q: What is meant by "Peanut Scale?" 
Every time I pick up a model magazine I 
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see pictures of these neat airplanes, but 
I have been unable to find out anything 
about th_em from the articles. Could you 
please give me some information about 
how to get into this type of modeling? I 
am 16 years old, and have been building 
and flying model airplanes for two 
years. 

Kit Berger 
Annandale, Va. 

A: In our society it seems that the com
m':>n !hought is that the larger some
thing Is, then the better it must be. Now 
a ~roup of modelers are changing t his 
attitude. Peanut scale is primarily a type 
of rubber-powered, scale-model air
plane. These models are the newest de
velopment in flying scale. All have very 
small wingspans in the 10- to 13-inch 
range, and they are as detailed as you 
care to make them. They have several 
advantages for today's modeler. First, 
they are very low in initial cost. Second, 
they are easy to build and transport. 
Third, they cost next to nothing to 
operate, and require no equipment 
other than a finger to wind the pro
peller. Last, since they make no noise 
they can be flown almost anywhere. ' 

. I would recommend that you start in 
this type of modeling with a kit, and 
th~n progress to plans after you have 
built several different kits. One source 
of kits with national distribution is 
Peck-Polymers, P.O. Box 2498, La 
Mesa, California 92041. Currently, there 
are three kits they manufacture, and all 
are excellent. The plans are excellent for 
the beginner. They include pictures 
illustrating each step of the construction 
process. The photo below is of their 
newest release, the Druine Turbulent. 

When you are ready to build from 
plans the foremost designer and artist is 
Bill Hannan. The cost of these plans is 
under $1.00 each, with most costing 
$ .60 to $.75. Bill's catalog costs $.25 
and is available from P.O. Box A, 
~SC?ndido, California, 92025. The price 
Is right, and the beginning modeler will 
enjoy just looking at the beautiful pic• 
tu res and line drawings. 

q: Thank you for a fine beginners maga
~ine. I am a 27-year-old beginner, and I 
have found yo_ur magazine a fine help. I 
have been trymg to get started in RC. 
~n my first attempt, I demolished my 
airplane. Perhaps you could run an 
a!t1cle ?n beginning in RC, including the 
first flight. It's a real problem without 
having an experienced modeler to take 
!he controls. Also, where can I get RC 
insurance? 

Dennis E. Jaques 
Coldwater, Mich. 

A: T_o an_swer your most important 
que_st1on first, Dennis, RC insurance is 
available from the Academy of Model 
Aero~autics, 806 Fifteenth Street N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20005. In addition to 
the other benefits that one gets as a 
member, the limits of protection under 
the AMf:, insurance policy are $300,000 
per accident for bodily injury and/or 
prop~~ty damage during all model flying 
act1v1t1es whether_ competition or sport, 
except that the first $100 is deductible 
(concerning property damage only) 
when an accident involves one AMA 
member with another. The deductible 
condition does not apply when an acci
dent involves an AMA member with a 
non-member. For the full details about 
the insurance policy and other AMA 
member benefits please drop a line to 
AMA. 

Concerning the bad luck you are 
having _getting off the ground, you have 
recognized the best approach-having an 
experienced modeler help. Where this is 
not possible I suggest that you start sim
P!e- Be sure that you have a trainer type 
aircraft, and a minimum number of con
trols. Actually, I recommend that begin
ners start with a single control on the 
first plane. I prefer rudder control only 
on an inherently stable ship. Flight 
should be trimmed so that the model 
cl~mbs slowly under power, and then 
glides slowly once the engine quits. I 
generally prefer an .049 powered model 
for this, as they hold up much better 
~~~n meeting the ground. Use this 
in1_t1al model for getting your senses 
oriented to a model flying overhead. 
Fo~ '>'.our second control add elevator. 
,:his Is a relatively easy step. By this 
time you should be ready to proceed to 
the type of aircraft that you probably 
started out on. 

(Co11ti1111ed 011 page 54) 

EASY TO BUILD 
EASY TO FLY ... AND DUMAS 

MAKES 'EM EASY TO BUY 
RC-7 Mod Pod $16.95 

RC or free 
flight fun plane 

>':.~ for .049 
'->-"~ 

'°"~ ~1 ;.s-,i,41f.:J,f! / 
~ C-32 Mooney Cadet 

..,,, - $4.25 
U-Control 

~ rugged - - .., trainer 

,-------------------- ~ ,, for .049 

C-16 Little Tomahawk $4.50 

What's more, it's really easy 
to have fun with our Dumas 
model plane line as well as our 
famous red and white checker
board boxes you've seen in your 
favorite hobby shop. 

And you don't have to sign up 
to cut every lawn on the block 
to get one of these high per
formance ki~s. Instead, you'll 
spend_ Y<?Ur time having the fun 
of bu(lding .. . and flying your 
own airplane. 

You get clear, easy-to-follow · 

It 

C-17 
Little Tom Tom 

$4.95 
U-Control 

stunt and combat 
for .049 

plans that make model building 
a breeze. And each kit comes 
with cleanly die-cut parts of 
high quality balsa, plywood and 
hardwood. 

du111as 
planes 

Dumas Products, Inc., 
790 South Park Avenue 
Tucson, Arizona 85719' 

NJ 4, J ~ 
C-33 Li'I Tiger 

$4.50 
U-Control Good 

Year racer 
for .049 

i 
RC-9 Evolution/2 

~ // $14.95 
"-.... ~ ► RC train_er for 

-r- ~ soaring or 
-..........___ _ ~ remove 
~ wingtips 

for sport 
flying 

Whether you're about to start 
your ti rst flying model or are 
moving up to a radio control 
be_au~y ... or perhaps are even 
thinking of getting your feet wet 
with a model boat. there are 
more than 85 Dumas kits for 
you to choose from. 

To get in on the fun, check 
out the many attractive Dumas 
kits at your hobby dealer or 
send 25C to cover postage and 
handling for our complete cata
log of model planes and boats. 

JR. American Modeler 9 
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Whip control is great for stunting, 
combat, balloon busting, speed, formation 

flying-all without an engine. 

JOHN HUNTON 

Whip models are the basic form of control-line flying. 
Many of the maneuvers performed by the more sophisticated 
control-line models can also be performed by the simple 
whippers. In fact, the Whippersnapper is a logical step toward 
introducing the beginner to the basics of control-line flying. 
The Whippersnapper can provide the experienced flier a 
broader challenge in the mastery of flight. 

Now you are sold, let's get to the construction. 
Four (4) Whippersnappers can be constructed from one 

sheet of 1/8 x 3 x 36" balsa, two (2) ¼ x 1/8 x 36" hard
wood sticks (or two (2) 1/4 x 1/4 x 36" pieces of balsa), 
glue, and modeling clay. · 

Place all wood over the accompanying full-scale plans and 
trim to size. Lightly round off indicated edges with sand
paper. Mark off location of wing and stabilizer on the twin 
booms. Using white glue (or model airplane cement), bond 
entire model together. and allow to dry. Decorations may be 
added with a felt-tip pen. Add modeling clay to the forward 
end of the outer boom until balance is obtained, close to the 
leading edge of the wing. Secure a length of heavy thread (or 
light string) to a control stick. The stick should be 2 to 3 feet 
in length. The string or thread should be cut to length so that 
when it is secured to the model, the model will barely clear 
the ground with the arm and stick extended vertically above 
the head. 

And now for your first flight. Begin flying by leading the 
model with the control stick. Flying toward your left 
(counterclockwise), the model is considered upright. At first, 
turn with your model. When flight is obtained, swing the 
stick in a rotary motion around your head to sustain flight. 
Wind will have a significant effect on the flying characteris
tics of the model. Going into the wind the model will have a 
tendency to rise; downwind, to drop. Wind effect can be 
countered by lowering the control stick when flying into the 
wind and conversely, raising the stick when flying downwind. 
If control is lost, don't panic, simply raise the control stick 
to keep the model from crash landing. 

When you think you have mastered the basics of flying 
with the wind, you are ready to put the wind to work for 
you. 

Stunting: Removal of small portions of nose weight from the 
boom will make the Whippersnapper more maneuverable. In
stability will result if you take off too much weight. Experi
ment until proper trim is obtained. With the wind at your 
back (to keep the line taut) the Whippersnapper can easily be 
led through consecutive loops. To stop looping simply stop 
whipping. If speed is reduced while performing consecutive 
loops, so that the Whippersnapper is going very slowly at the 
top of the loop, you will find that you have gone to inverted 
flight. Direction of flight can also be reversed by starting the 
model in either direction. The horizontal figure-eight will 
prove to be one of the more difficult maneuvers. To perform 
one, begin a slow loop, switch to inverted flight. Begin an
other loop (inverted position) and recover in upright posi
tion. Experience and perseverence are required to perfect 
the figure eight. 

To obtain an increase in speed, noseweight must be added 
until the model hangs level from the tether line. As flying 
skill is increased, you can have hours of fun with the follow
ing maneuvers. 

----

This Is the sort of thing that Inspires rumors of flylng saucers and 
little green men. Looks fast? It isl Balance clay on right nose has the 
look of ominous radar. 

JR. American Modeler 11 
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Top: You, and your friends, can bulld a zllllon of 'em, but, aru, tnat 
would take a lot of balsa. Decah, numbers, what have you, Identify 
Individual aircraft. Above: A picture is worth a thousand words-you 
are looking a t the works. If you wish, get fancy. Vary the tip shapes
Just a little-and add a profile cockpit or fi n. Decorate with a felt-tip 
pen. 
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Combat: Prepare your model by tying thin crepe paper strips 
to the outer boom close to the stabilizer. Nose weight may 
be added to compensate for the additional · tail weight. 
Naturally, two (or more) contestants are required for combat 
fly ing. In friendly combat the models are f lown within the 
same circle, each contestant and model turning together. The 
object in friendly combat is to touch your opponent's 
streamer. On the other hand, in killer combat, the object is 
to cut the opponent's streamer. The flight routine is also 
different. Separate circles that intersect at one point are 
f lown. In ki ller combat f lying, it is advisable to have extra 
Whippersnappers on hand. 

Balloon Busting: Another competitive sport is balloon bust
ing. Tie a balloon onto a stick and secure the stick into the 
ground. The object is to break the balloon with the Whipper
snapper in a minimum number of laps. 

Formation flying: This takes a little coordination on the part 
of each contestant. Flying the same circle, maneuver the 
models as closely as possible. When you think you have mas
tered this, try flying formation from intersecting circles. 

Control-line f lying began with the tether line. This return 
to the basics can give you and your friends many enjoyable 
hours. Happy Whippersnappering! 
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GEORGE SIPOSS 

The sun is high above the horizon and the puffy, white 
clouds float lazily. A gentle breeze teases the surface of the 
lake, a few ripples appear here and there and the waves gent
ly support a model sailboat as it goes bobbing by. You sit 
there on the shore and watch the colorful sail strain against 
the mast. Sailboats are a peaceful thing. 

Thousands of years ago, one of our ancestors noted that 
wind would drive leaves along the top of the water. The 
bigger the upright part of the leaf, the faster it floated along. 
Man Is able to connect ideas together in his mind. He 
fashioned a frame from sticks of wood and he stretched a 
light piece of animal skin on it. When he attached this "sail" 
to his dugout canoe he found that he could afford to sit back 
lazily and let the wind do the work for him. The idea of 
low-cost transportation was born. 

Soon large barges were built and equipped with canvas 
sails. Then the idea was applied to warships, trans-oceanic 
clippers. For centuries the only method of long distance 
over-water transport was by sailboat. But these boats were 
slaves of the wind. They could only run "before the wind" 
which means that they could not run sideways or towards 
the source of the wind. Less than a hundred years ago some 
far-thinking men had applied modern concepts of "vectors" 
and "airfoils" to sails and succeeded in making boats which 
could perform the seemingly impossible-head almost 
straight into the wind! 

How does a sailboat work? To begin with, sailing is much 
more than hanging a piece of cloth on a mast and waiting for 
a good breeze. Designing a boat, and controlling one, is an 
art. First there is the hull. 

14 May-June 1973 

The hull displaces water and, according to the law of 
Archimedes, it will float as long as the hull (and whatever is 
in it) weighs less than the water it displaces. For example, 
take a model boat hull which displaces one-half cubic foot of 

Radio controlling your own yacht Is the ultimate in modeling 
experience. With or without radio, sailboats are most p leasant to 
build and operate. 
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Top: First of all, there's a mess of new terms to become acquainted 
with-If you don't wish to sound llke a landlubber. This drawing 
Illustrates hull termlnology; so far, so good. Above: Well, this looks 
slmple enough-also representative of your editor's present sklll level . 

Opposite page, top: Just knew there had to be more terms. Master 
this and you'll be able to talk as casually as the Captain of a China 
Clipper-well, almost. It's not worse than decalage, Incidence, and all 
that stuff. Opposite, bottom: It's probably not news that the wind 
direction can be from the side, or even a bit from ahead- and the 
sailboat slldes along. If you want to understand the mechanics of It, 
this figu re gives quick Impression. 
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water. Since a cubic foot of water weighs 62.4 pounds, the 
boat hull will be bouyed up by a force equal to half of that, 
or 31.2 pounds. If the hull, the sails, the keel weight, etc. 
weigh 25 pounds for example, there is a force of 6.2 pounds 
left over. In order to balance this, the hull will float higher in 
the water so that it w ill displace less than one-half cubic foot. 
What this means is t hat there will be some "free board," that 
is, the amount of hull visible above the waterline. If you 
remove some weight from the hull it will float higher in the 
water and vice versa. (Fig. 1.) 

Modern hulls are made very streamlined and smooth. This 
is because the water, rushing by the sides of the hull, creates 
a tremendous amount of frictional resistance which tends to 
slow the boat's progress. Look at it this Way; there is a cer
tain amount of driving power available from the wind-driven 
sails and, the less resistance there is opposing it, the faster the 
boat will go. At the bottom of the hull there is a keel, a flat 
extension of the hull which keeps it going straight as well as 
providing a place where we can attach some weight. Keel 
weight is added to counterbalance the weight of the sails and 
the pressure on them, so that the boat will not capsize. Since 
the keel weight also displaces water, its actual weight in the 
water is less than that in the air. For this reason there is 
always seemingly more weight added to the keel than seems 
necessary. Some model sailboats carry as much as 20 pounds 
of lead in the keel. 

Fiberglass hulls can be shaped to provide an ideal shape 
underwater, much like the body of a fish. A well-finished 
hull should be glassy smooth. If your boat is made from 
wood (varnished) you can apply wax to polish it to a high 
sheen. If the boat is enameled or epoxy finished, it needs less 
maintenance, but you will be surprised how much faster it 
can sai l if you apply a little bit of furniture polish to the 
outside of the hull. 

Now, for the theory of sails. Most young people, at one 
time or another, have made a simple boat with a square
rigged sail on it. This kind of sail does not really run well 
unless the wind blows from directly behind the boat. (Fig. 
2.) 

A modern model sailing yacht has a tall mast. Obviously a 
tall mast is able to carry more sail and yield more potential 
speed. If we were to make the mast from very heavy 
material, the boat would be top heavy. So, we use a slender 
rod or tube and, to make it strong, we attach lines to it to 
brace it. There may be lines running from the tip of the mast 
to the boat deck, or from halfway up the mast to the deck. 
Additional rigging may be added as requi red. 

Now we are ready to attach a triangular sail. The main sail 
is the large piece of canvas located behind (i.e., towards the 
stern) of the boat. There is always a smaller sai l in front of 
the mast (on racing yachts). This is also a triangular sail and 
it is called the jib. The function of the j ib is to catch more 
wind and, mainly, to channel more wind onto the main sail. 
A boat rigged with a triangular set of sails in this fashion is 
called a "sloop." (Fig. 3.) 

In order to understand how the main sail works, let us 
consider an example. If you put a wedge-shaped wooden 
block on a smooth surface and press down on it, you will 
find that it moves sideways as illustrated in Fig. 4. If you use 
a block w ith a more blunt angle, it will still move sideways 
but it will also tend to move with more difficulty because 
there w ill be more friction generated between the block and 
the table surface. Now, if you use a very f lat block it may 
not move unless you make sure that there is very little fric
tion between it and the table (such as by attaching wheels to 
it) and that there is little friction between the force applied 
and the inclined surface. 

The above example can be applied to boats. Imagine that 
instead of looking al the b lock from the side, you are looking 
at a sailboat from above. Now, instead of an inclined plane of 
the blocks, we have a sail, and instead of wheels supporting 
the block, the boat is floating in the water and is able to 
move. In the block example the table surface ensured that 
the block can only move in a straight line. In the case of the 
boat the straight keel makes sure that the boat w ill move in a 
straight line. 

There will come a time where no matter how well you 
build the block (or the boat) no amount of force will cause it 
to move forward. The better the boat the smaller this angle 
will be. A good boat is not only able to move sideways to the 
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Tacking into the wind. Just because the wind Is from dead ahead 
doesn't mean you have to stay at the dock. Of course, this type of 
sailing is absorbing when radio control is possible. Bottom: Running 
before the wind Is illustrated by this fan~nd the kind of sail you'll 
be working with. 

WIND 

SAIL 

FIG. 7 

FIG. 6 

FORCE WHICH 
MAKES BOAT 
SAIL INTO 
THE WIND 

wind but point towards the wind as well. Some boats can 
point towards the wind by as little as 30 degrees. Now it 
becomes clear that, while you cannot sail directly towards 
the wind, you can sail roughly in the direction from where 
the w ind is coming and, by zig-zagging, you actually make 
headway in that direction. (Fig. 5.) 

The example with the blocks was based on flat surfaces. 
Now, we all know that even a flat-surfaced model plane wing 
will fly but even the Wrights knew that a curved surface 
works better. The cross section of a sail under wind load is 
much like that of a curved airfoil in a glider. This shape 
insures that the air flows around the sai l without turbulence. 
(Fig. 6 .) 

Now it should be quite clear that, by steering the boat by 
the tiller and adjusting the sails accordingly, one can sai l in 
almost any direction. You can prove this to yourself by as
sembling a cheap little sai lboat and aiming a fan at it. You 
will be able to feel the driving pressure generated by the 
wind. Turn the boat so that the sail is at a 90-degree angle to 
it and let the fan blow from behind . (Fig. 7 .) Now the boat 
will sail at the same speed as the wind because it is carried 
along by it. 

Turning the hull sideways to the wind and pulling in on 
the sai ls, you will feel a force trying to push the boat for
ward. This is best explained by a sketch showing the forces 
on the sail. One force is the wind, represented by a vector 
arrow "W." (Fig. 8.) Since the wind slips on the sail, the 
force that the sail feels is represented by ·an arrow "F." If we 
picture the combined effect of these two forces we. see that 
they act the same as i f only one force acted on the sail- the 
arrow labeled "R." This is the force which pushes on the sail 
towards the bow of the boat and causes it to move. As the 
sail is pulled in tighter, the relationship of these forces is 
altered and, you can prove mathematically, when the boat is 
sailing sideways to the wind, it can actually go faster than the 
speed of the wind. Only the friction of the hull in the water 
prevents the boat from going even faster. Wheeled land sai lers 
or ice boats have much less resistance (ice boats have ice 
skates for runners) and by properly setting the sail angles one 
can sail at almost three times the speed of the prevailing 
wind! 

If you set the sai ls on your low-cost sailboat and adjust 
the angle of the rudder , the boat will sail in a straight line. 
You can have contests this way: pick a target on the other 
side of the lake and see whose boat will come closest to it 

If you have radio control in your boat you can, of course, 
perform all of the standard sailing maneuvers. The sail can be 
preset and you need only to control the rudder by remote 
control. For highest speeds and best control you should also 
remotely control. the sails. 

So t his is the story of how sails work. You need only very 
simple parts and a sailboat can be put together in a matter of 
hours. On the other hand, you can spend hundreds of dollars 
on a super smooth radio-controlled model yacht and race 
hour after hour. Whatever the case, you wil l have lots of fun . 
As we said before, sailboats are a peaceful thing. 

Left: The Wright Brothers thought a wing was li ke a sail, and here's 
why. An airfoil-shaped sail works most efficiently-creates more lift, 
so to speak. Sai l section looks like rib of a bird wing, doesn't It? 
Below: Getting Into deep water, ahem. The combined effect of the 
wind, and the force that the "sail" sees , pushes the boat forward. 
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NUPITER 
A CHARMING FREE-FLIGHT TRAINER 
WHICH COSTS ABOUT TWO BUCKS TO BUILD
PLUS ENGINE! 

TED SCHREYER 

One of the real joys of modeling is watching a model that 
you have built climbing high into the sky, then gliding slowly 
back to earth in wide circles after the engine stops. But a 
beginner may have a difficult time getting his first gas model 
to perform like that. 

The author's first free-flight gassie many years ago was a 
sad disappointment. It never got higher than the hand 
launch, and then headed for the ground like a homesick 
gopher. 

Little "Nupiter," however, should be close to a sure-thing 
for a beginner. It was designed specially for my son as his 
first free flight, and has proven to be easy to build and fly. It 
also is inexpensive, with the materials costing only about $2. 
The Cox .02 Pee Wee engine (about $5) can be used later on 
for other models, and will last for many years provided it is 
given reasonable care. 

Before beginning the model, study the plan carefully. 
Read the notes and suggestions on the plan since these hints 
will save time and trouble in making a good model. When 
building on the plan, cover it with a sheet of Handi-Wrap or 
similar plastic to protect it from glue. Place the plan on a flat 
building board of soft pine, gypsum board, etc. so that pins 
can be pushed into it. 

Choose good qualit y balsa wood, medium to medium 
hard and as straight as you can find. White glue is used for 

. wood-to-wood construction. Model airplane cement is used 
to attach the covering, and in assembling the tail pieces to 
the fuselage. 
Fuselage: Begin by making a fuselage side from 1/8"-sq. balsa 
strips cut and pinned down in position on the plan and glued 
together with white glue. Use a sharp modeler's knife or 
single-edged razor blade to cut the balsa strips to the correct 
length, and make careful, tight joints. Use a pointed stick to 
fillet the glue around the joint. Let the side dry at least four 
hours, then remove from plan and build a second side. 

During this time, pieces B (2) and C (2) can be cut out 
and the landing gear wire bent to shape. Sandwich the wire 
between the double dormer pieces with plenty of white glue 
between. 

Pin the fuselage sides upside down on the plan top view, 
and glue in the completed landing gear formers BB and CC to 



1 Fu1ela9e sides,,. made one at• time by plnnln9 down top and 
bottom pieces on plan--eovered with wa,c paper to avoid stick• 
ln9. Cut crou pieces to 1121 and glue them In place. 

3 Building thl1 wing 11 11 easy II fa lling off I tog. Edg11 and spar 
are pinned In place, ribs glued In. Note double ribs, angled at 
center to match the dihedral. (Up-tilt.) 

insure a rectangular cross section for the fuselage. Then add 
the rest of the 1/8"-sq. balsa cross pieces. When this assembly 
has dried, remove from plan and add the stabilizer incidence 
wedges and the plywood firewall. The incidence wedges are 
very important. 

Use fine sandpaper and give the fuselage a light going-over 
to remove rough edges. The smoother and less bumpy the 
framework, the better the covering will look. 

Cut pieces of Sllkspan about one inch larger all-around 
than the surface to be covered. Cut slits where the landing 
gear wires come out. The fuselage can be covered with four 
long pieces, one each for the sides, top, and bottom. Work 
quickly and apply acetate glue (your model cement, not the 
fast-drying kind) to the outside edges of the area being 
covered, then lay the pre-cut piece of Silkspan on the part, 
keeping it flat outward to remove wrinkles or sagging. 

When dry, use a razor blade to trim off the excess cover
ing. When the fuselage is completely covered, use a Windex
type sprayer filled with water and lightly spray the entire 
covering. Let dry, and the Silkspan will pull up tight and 
smooth. 

Glue on the wing saddles and dowels. Give the fuselage 
two coats of clear dope, allowing a few hours for drying 
between coats. 

Use fine sandpaper to smooth off rough edges after 
doping. The third coat of dope can be clear to show the 
framework, or can be color. A bright color l ike red or glow
orange will help to locate the model in tall grass or bushes. 
Glue on the address label with your information and give it a 
protective coat of clear dope. Your model may be farther 
away than you think. 

Mount the engine with small wood screws. Use small 
metal washers between engine and firewall on the left side, 
top and bottom, so as to point the engine sl ightly to the 
right. Wheels are held on by bending the end of the wire up, 
or by a solder blob. 

Tail: Build rudder and stabilizer on the plan using medium
hard 1/8"-sq. balsa strips. Make clean and accurate cuts so 
that each joint is neat and strong. Fillet the glue around the 
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Fui.elage sides are mounted on top view, Joined by the two 
principal bulkheads and cross pieces, then pulled together a t 
the rear. Note temporary prop pieces for alignment. 

Finished fuselage showing randing gear wires, and the wing 
glued together at center, with each tip raised the proper height 
above the work board by conve nient objects. 

joints. When completely dry, remove from plan and, using 
fine sandpaper, smooth and slightly round off the edges. 
Cover the rudder and stabil izer with Silkspan on both sides. 
The stabilizer covering has to be glued to the central member 
or else the rudder will tear loose. 

Water shrink the covering as per the fuselage. Then, be· 
fore doping either part, use acetate glue and attach rudder to 
stabilizer. When dry. glue this rudder/stabi lizer assembly to 
the fuselage with acetate glue. Make sure the rudder is 
pointed straight ahead along the centerline of the fuselage. 
Use enough glue to make a good fillet around the front and 
rear of the stabilizer where it contacts the fuselage. 

Dope the tail in the same manner as the fuselage. There 
will probably be a few wrinkles in the triangular tips of the 
tail, but this cannot be avoided with this construction and 
will not hurt the model's performance. 

Wing: Carefully cut out the wing ribs. Cut the spar notches 
so that they flt snugly on the wing spar. Build both right and 
left wing panels at the same time on the plan. Center ribs 
slant out at the dihedral angle. Do not glue in dihedral brace 
yet. When panels are completely dry, remove from plan and 
trim center part of each panel to fit closely when wing is 
blocked up at dihedral angle. Then glue together at the cen
ter adding the dihedral brace and block each tip up 2¼ inches 
and let dry. 

Use fine sandpaper to round off the leading edge and 
smooth the wing framework. Trim the t railing edge carefully 
with a razor blade leaving at least 1/16 inch material remain
ing. Sandpaper this smooth . Cover wing in a manner similiar 
to the fuselage. Water spray and let Sandpaper this smooth. 
Cover wing in a manner similar to the fuselage. Water spray 
and let tight covering, so do a good job. Make a second wing 
if your first one turned out poorly. Dope as with the fuse
lage. 

Pre-flight: Balance the model by holding a f inger directly 
under the wing spar at each wing tip. The fuselage should 
come to rest horizontally. I f the nose is down, add some 
weight (lead shot glued on) to the aftmost part of the fuse
lage. If the nose is up, add some weight to the nose. 
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Triangular-shaped trying surfaces are highly warp-proof. This 
fin and stabilizer are quite simple. Note how pins are driven 
Into the work board at an angl-and not through the wood. 

How you hold I model to check Its balance polnt~ocatlon 
of center of gravity In other words. Balancing according to 
plans or directions is vital- or model won't fly properly. 

Check wing and tail for warps by sighting from front or 
rear. Tail should be warp-free because of triangular construc• 
tion. However, the wing may need the steam kettle treatment 
to eliminate a twist. Steam the warped panel for 10 or 15 
seconds, then remove and twist in the opposite direction and 
hold until dry. Repeat until wing is warp-free. 

From a slightly downward hand launch into the wind, the 
model should glide smoothly to a point 20 or 30 feet ahead. 
Don't worry too much about this as it is difficult to get a 
model to glide properly close to the ground. 

If the Cox .02 engine is new to you, start and run it a 
dozen times or more before attempting to fly the model. The 
needle valve needs to be opened 3½ to 4 turns for starting, 
and a drop of fuel should be put in the exhaust port as a 
prime. Sometimes the engine needs to be primed and run a 
half dozen times to draw fuel from the tank. After the engine 
starts, turn down (in) the needle valve to "peak" it. But for 
flying, open the needle valve about 1/2 turn from peak so 
that the engine puts out only about 75% power . 

Flying: Choose a wide-open space away from trees, and wait 
for a calm day (early morning or late afternoon are usually 
best). Use only about 1/4 tankful of fuel for each flight. or 
late afternoon is usually best). Use only about 1/4 tankful of 
fuel for each flight. into whatever wind there is. Nupiter 
should go off in a climbing turn to the left (right is okay, 
though). The model should continue in a climbing turn until 
the fuel is exhausted, then glide in wide circles (either left or 
right) back to earth. 

Good flights depend mainly on getting a medium amount 
of turn in the power-on part of the flight. Too much turn 

(Co11ti1111ed 011 page 52) 
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Covering tissue Is applied with grain spanwlse, or lengthwise. 
Otherwise it would bow downward between ribs, for ex
ample, and would tend to warp the surfaces when water
shrunk and doped. 

Yes It really flies swell. What could be more Impressive than a 
well•buflt and flight-trimmed model-your very own-In a 
business-like climb? Tricycle landing gear great for takeoffs. 

This young pilot must know a thing or two about his airplane 
to launch It this steeply! But a light toss straight forward may 
be safer-at least until you"ve seen how your ship flies. 

I 

For just a few dollars. 
That"s all it costs to learn many of the 

basics of flying when you pilot a Cox 
PT-19 Flight Trainer. 

And you ·n enjoy every thrilling 
second of your flight training. from take
off to advanced maneuvers to smooth 
landing. 

Powered by an instant-starting, 

dependable Cox .049 engine. the control
line PT-19 features an exclusive adjustable 
thrnst angle that can be set for super 
stability when you begin your flight 
training. And gradually increased for 
more daring aerial maneuvers. 

Crash landing? (Nearly everybody 
has at least one.) No problem. The 
exclusive Cox rubber band assembly lets 
the plane come apart without breaking. 
Then you quickly reassemble it for your 
next flight. 

The Cox PT-19 li·ainer comes 
complete with student and instrnctor pilot 
figures. control handle and lines. 22" 
wingspan. 

Sign up for training now. Get ~-our 
PT-19 at your favorite toy. hobby or 
depa11ment store. 

L. M. COX MFG. CO .. INC. 
1505 East Warner Ave .. Santa Ana. 
California 92705 
A subsidiary of Leisure Dynamics. Inc. 

LEVEL FLIGHT The basic s1eps in 
becoming an experienced model pi· 
101 cire iake -offs. landings and le,,el 
flight. The PT- 19 has a special "'in
sensitive"' setting which makes 1hese 
firsl steps easy for beginners. 

\VINGOVERS As ~-our stunling skill 
improves. fly half of the circle hori
zon1cilly. hall 1he circle , ·er1ically. This 
e xecules a perfecl " 1ngover. 

CLIMBS AND DIVES Afte r level LOOPS ... i1 1H.I mme Mh' il nccd 
!light ismas1ered. climbing and diving ae roba 1ic t11 i11tel1vers •.•.•ill be a s rw p 
aerobcilic;; introd uce 1he beginning a fler eci rni11g ,·o ur wings wilh 1he 
fl~·er to basic stunt co nlrol. bils ic fl~•in~ skills s how11 011 the leh. 

• 

, 
I 

, 
I 

I 

I 

I I 
I 

Send 25¢ for a full-color brochure of Cox gas-powered planes. cars. rockets and accessories. Address Dept. J M-5 
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THIS 'PAPERWORK' IS FUN
GROOVY TO BUILD AND FLY. 

JOHN LUEKEN 

• 

During the winter of 1966-67 the Scientific American 
held an event that has already taken its proper place in aero· 
nautical history, the first international paper airplane com• 
petition. Several of the outstanding designs were publ ished 
by Simon and Schuster in The Great International Paper Air
plane Booll. The work recalled o ld memories of constructing 
paper model airplanes during the Second World War when 
balsa wood was virtually unknown in the pine and cardboard 
kits of the day. A bunch of us got together and developed 
semi-scale models featuring a built-up box-type fuselage and 
semi-symmetrical w ing construction. All of these models 
were gliders w ithout the refinements of landing gear or 
power. 

Although the general cost of living has gone up, the re
numeration for baby-sitt ing, lawn-mowing, etc. has remained 
pretty much the same since Grandpa's era. "Fly Paper" of
fers a practical solution for the beginning modeler who 
w ishes to experiment with original designs at the lowest 
f inancial r isk. Try it! If you don't like it-customize it! 

Don't let the idea of an all-paper rubber-powered airplane 
lead you to the conclusion that it's in the same class as a 
fold:up paper glider. Although it will never perform like a 
contest ship, Fly Paper is an excellent machine to learn the 
fundamentals of trim adjustment since the flight surfaces can 
be easily altered. It is a fast and stable flyer that, unlike so 
many beginners' airplanes, seems to perform even better un
der fairly w indy conditions. The prototype has survived col
lisions with houses, parked cars, and lighting f ixtures of a 
school cafeteria. 

Please! Read the entire article and study the plans care
fully before beginning. The most important and difficult part 
of construction when build ing this airplane, as with so many. 
is the fuselage. Once this has been accomplished the re
maining work takes only a few m inutes. This is truly a model 
airplane that can be built and flown in the same day. 

The original was assembled from a type of graph paper 
that happened to be on hand at the time. When the w riter 
began the search for a similiar type and weight paper he 
checked with various stationery stores and blueprint com
panies and discovered the closest was a 24-lb. weight paper. 
A lthough this seemed to be lighter in texture, the structure 
appears equally as strong and the flight characteristics ob• 
viously improved when the second model wound up on the 
house roof within a ten-minute period. 

Construction begins w ith carefully measuring out two of 
the side patterns of the fuselage, remembering t o reverse one 
side. Following the directions on the plans, score the fold 
lines with a dull knife. Jo in the two halves of the fuselage, 
overlapping the tail tabs with Ambroid or a similiar type 
airplane cement { I have found that white glue has a tendency 
to wrinkle the paper) . 

Fold the two halves of the fuselage together and overlap 
the nose formers, omitting the extra tabs as indicated in the 
plans. The downthrust and additional weight of a 3/4-in. 
metal washer w ith a 1/4-in. hole is necessary for good per• 
formance. Glue one to the inside of the nose former at this 
time. The remaining four formers are cut out, scored , folded, 
and glued into their proper stations. 

For proper alignment, it is advant ageous to glue the top 
of the fuselage into place first remembering to cut out the 
cockpit hole if desired. The 1/32-in. wire landing gear is bent 
to the proper proportions and installed. Cut 1-in. wheels 
from cardboard and smear glue on both sides for strength. 
Believe it or not, Fly Paper will ROG! (Rise off ground.) 
Although the entire bottom section could be installed at one 
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Right: So what's to tell you? No spars, edges, 
or rlbs-:iusl cut out the paper making sure 
you fold it properly to have two surfaces for 
wing and tail assemblfes. A rolled tube of 
paper-or a plastic soda straw or toothpick
makes a good spar for wing and stabilizer. 
Note holes for spars on fuselage side, below. 
Don't those formers look easy! Bottom: Just 
slide surfaces over spars and glue in place. Be 
sure the panels on one side line up exactly 
with those on the other side. 
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time, it has been found easier to divide it at_ the wheel base, 
gluing the aft section first and adding the forward at a later 
time. 

Knowing that you have read the instructions and fol
lowed the plans carefully, the 1/4-in. holes for the wing spar, 
nose plug and rear motor accesses have already been cut out, 
along with an approximate 1/16-in. hole for the elevator 
spar. You are now ready to quickly assemble the rest of the 
plane. 

As you cut out the wing, elevator, and rudder patterns be 
certain that you have folded the paper so that you have both 
a top and bottom surface. To join the two halves of the 
surfaces run a thin string of glue along the edge of one of the 
halves and press gently together. Score and fold the tabs in 
preparation for attachment to the fuselage. A rolled tube of 
paper may be used as the spar for the wing and elevator. 
However, a plastic soda straw and a wooden toothpick were 
used on all models so far constructed. 

Although the nose doubler may be cut from the same 
paper it has been found advisable to use any lightweight 
cardboard that may be found around the house. 

Be certain to follow the incidence locations of the wings 
and horizontal tail. These are critical to the plane's perform
ance. 

A head-rest and wind screen are indicated on the plans
which do nothing to increase Fly Paper's performance. How
ever, any embellishments, including aircraft insignia, are al
ways fun to include and make the plane your own. 

This is one airplane for which it is not necessary to search 
for the mythical field of tall grass to test glide before the first 
flight. For the first flight hand wind approximately 50 turns 
of the prop, using two loops of 1/8-in. rubber. Launch 
straight and level with a fast toss. As with almost any rubber
powered aircraft, the performance and flight time will im
prove if a winder is used to pack in additional winds. 

Left: Completed model looks as jaunty as 
some "standard" balsa and tissue Jobs. 
Author's model came to roost on a roof, so ii 
flies like wow. Headrest and wlndshleld on 
plan-and why not a dummy pilot, even just a 
profile-make Fly Paper look like a genuine 
home-built or an early Red Baron crate. Be• 
low: Up and away! Those lines you see on 
wing and tail? This particular model was made 
from graph paper! 
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1r·s 
THE 

FINISH 
Modern film coverings and epoxy 

paints-quick to work with, strong 
and beautiful to the eye-are a big step 

up for those with some experience. 

LARRY RENGER 

32 May-June 1973 

After 75 years of model building, what's new? How about 
epoxy paint, epoxy glue, polyester resins, fiberglass, plastic 
films, spun coverings, aliphat ic resin glues, contact cement, 
and silicon seal? New materials and techniques! A vital trend 
in modeling which started in the late fifties now finds total 
acceptance among the professionals and hobbyists. Modern 
chemistry has produced a wide variety of concoctions which 
the modeler, clever soul that he is, can turn to his devious 
purposes. 

Most important of the new materials are film coverings 
and epoxy paints. High gloss, h igh strength plastic film w ith 
color and adhesive is available in two popular brands, Mono
Kote and Solarfilm. These films are easily applied and the 
wrinkles shrunk out with a household iron. The result is a 
superb f inish which has good abrasion resistance and flexi
bility. Epoxy paints require mixing of two parts before use, 
but then may be brushed or sprayed on to produce an every
thing-proof finish w hich fills well, and is abrasion resistant 
too. When properly applied, especially w ith a spray gun, 
epoxy can give you a co11cours f inish in about one-tenth the 
time required for a convent ional finish w ith dope. 

The subject being covered in the photographs is a Guillow 
Fokker Triplane which is being built for display. The tools 
needed are scissors, a grease pencil, sharp knife or razor 
blade, and a small iron. We use the Sealactor iron with a 
Robart's SuperShoe for convenience since my wife and I do a 
great deal of building. A small t ravel iron works nearly as 
well. These extra nice goodies are available from your hobby 
shop or one of the hobby mail order houses advertised in this 
magazine. MonoKote requires a setting between "silk" and 

1 Opposite: Small scraps useful for small parls-and patches. 
Store them In box and you"ll be amazed how muc h material Is 
saved. 
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2 Above: carefu l cu t-out of lhe fllm leaves llttle extra to get In 
the way while applying film. Ke ep those scissors sharp! 

"wool" on a clothes iron (1/2 to 3/4 setting on the Seal
actor), while Solarfilm works cooler at · a "rayon" setting 
(about 1/4 setting on the Sealactor). 

Surface preparation is important. Sand the areas where 
the film touches wood with 400 grit paper and t hen remove 
all dust and fuzz with a tac-rag. Tac-rags are available from 
most paint stores and auto supply stores, and some hobby 
shops. This is a slightly sticky rag which picks up and holds 
dust w ith only the gentlest wiping motion. Do not rub hard 
or you might rub some of the waxy material into your balsa. 
Solarfilm will go over dope or epoxy, MonoKote will not, so 
you may be able to apply a coat or two of dope to get t he 
ribs really smooth. Every fuzz or dust speck shows as a bump 
in the covering. 

Considerable f ilm waste may be avoided by careful layout 
of the parts. Set the parts on the material and outline the 
cuts with a grease pencil. Leave about 3/4" border for hand
ling and pulling. It helps to label each piece so you don't get 
too many left wings! Cut out parts only as you need them. 

In order that the seams will be less visible, cover the lower 
surface first. Tack (that is, adhere) the covering down in_one 
spot and tension it gently across the surface, then tack it at 
the opposite corner. Tack the remaining two corners down, 
and seal all around the edges; pull out wrinkles as you go. 
Cover both sides of each surface before you try to shrink out 
the wrinkles. 

On curved surfaces such as wing tips, you can pull out
ward and heat simultaneously to stretch the film over the 
curve. Here, only practice w ill make a perfect job, though it 
is easier with Solarfilm than MonoKote. Please note, I am by 

3 

4 

For a nea t overlapped e dge, trim the fllm to a bout thick ness of 
part, then roll around edge with many gradual passes of Iron. 

careful layout o f most parts of film minimizes waste. Leave 
border for handling, mark surface with grease penc!I, label 
parts. 

no means knocking MonoKote, It is stronger, more stable, 
and has a better finish than Solarfilm. On the other hand, 
Solarfilm is cheaper , lighter, stretches more and will work at 
a l ow enough temperature that you may apply it directly 
over plastic foam. Both materials have their proper uses. 

When covering is complete, you get to the fun part: 
shrinking out the wrinkles. One technique for shrinking the 
film is to slowly rub the iron (gently!) over the entire surface 
to be shrunk. Where the iron goes over wood you will have a 
patchy effect of alternate stuck and unstuck areas. You can 
pull these out by sticking masking tape down and then pull
ing it straight away from the surface fast. For ultimate 
strength of wood, though not as pretty a surface, fo llow the 
hot iron with an immediate rubdown with K leenex to get a 
firm, even bond. 

Although f ilm coverings conform to compound curves, it 
is convenient to cover fuselages in several sections, since the 
seams are hardly visible. When the decor calls for large panels 
of some different color, you can cover parts in several pieces. 
In t he case of the Fokker Triplane, the yellow wing tips and 
center panel were overlapped on w hite to make the panels 
for wing insignia. 

A Great Lakes Special- from a Sterling Kit-was done in 
MoniKote and Trim MonoKote, though decals and spray 
enamel were required to finish the job on this d isplay model. 
The model, by the way, was built by my wife, and only her 
second ever, too! For accurate positioning of trim films, d ip 
the peeled trim in a thin solution of detergent so you may 
slide it about before it sticks down. The Great Lakes was 
assembled with white glue, and then final component assem-
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After both sides are covered, shrink film free of wrinkles by 
heating whole surface with Iron. Note tem pe rature set at 75% 
of range, 

To apply decals to film, first clean film surface with thinner or 
.ilcohol, then follow standard dee.ii directions. 
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Preparation for film covering: Seal• 
actor iron set to co rrect temperature, 
part sanded, dusted; film, razor blade, 
and scissors convenient to the hand. 

MonoKote trim applied accurately by dipping first In mild de
tergent solution, then sliding It Into exact po sition on model. 

bly and bracing with 5-minute epoxy. Way down underneath 
it all is good old balsa wood. 

Moving on to a power model, let's look at the finish for a 
Dumas' "Scout" kit. My standard finish now is finishing resin 
on the wood parts, film over t he wings, and then epoxy paint 
followed by trim film and decals for decor. Here is the tech
nique for applying the finish from raw balsa up. F irst, of 
course, is t he surface preparation. Sand t he structure smooth 
with 220 grit sandpaper. F ill all nicks w ith Pactra Plastic 
Balsa, then finish sand the structure with 320 or 400 grit 
paper. Use t he tac-rag to remove all dust. 

The newest material for filling balsa grain is called sur
facing resin. Three brands are now available: Francis Pro
ducts, Hobbypoxy, and K&B. The material paints on as 
easily as clear dope, sett les out to fair smoothness, then sets 
up completely in half an hour. The surface dry sands neatly 
into a white powder. Two coats completely fill and seal 
balsa. The resin will not set up over butyrate dope, some 
epoxy, and contact cement areas. Any spots t hat fail to set 
may be forced by mild heating for a couple of hours. Make 
up about 1/2 ounce of resin by carefully following the in-

1 

2 

Epoxy glue is usefu l In c losed area applicat ions, 
such as doublers for the nose of this Dumas Scout. 
It dries quicker, will not warp sheet like White 
Glue. Contact cement Is quick too, but not as 
strong. 
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Fuselage, tall, have been resin t ·.\i:·" 
surfaced, wings covered with , , o\ , 
Solarfllm, vinyl tape for mask• ' 
ing applied. 

str uctions on the can. Mix the resin and hardener well and 
then brush it on. Clean your brush in Hobbypoxy thinner or 
similar material. After half an hour or so, sand down the high 
spots and any fuzz. Mix up a new batch of resin, and brush 
on as smooth a coat as you can. If there are any small pits 
visible, put an extra drop of resin on them to fill in. 

At this time you can sand the model to a perfectly flaw• 
less finish. With any care at all, you will not cut all the way 
through to raw balsa. A final touch up with resin w ill cure 
any mistakes. V acuum or blow the dust from your model 
and follow w ith a thorough clean up of your work area. 
Finally, tac-rag the model to remove every last trace of dust. 
The better a finish, the more any flaws show up. 

After the surfacing step, I cover the appropriate areas 
with my choice of film for the particular model. In the case 
of the Scout, transparent blue Solarfilm was chosen, as 
weight was the prime consideration here a one mile alti t ude 
in Colorado. For the intended color scheme, only the wings 
needed covering, so t his w as accomplished rapid ly. Vinyl 
electrical tape was used to mask off the paint areas, as it 
provides a better seal than st andard masking tape, and has a 

3 The comple ted Scout with t rim tape, film, and epoxy paint. 
Better finished models last longer. These wings are see-through! 
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• 
smoother edge. At this time mix up about one ounce of 
epoxy paint (I used Hobbypoxy, but K&B is also available if 
you are using spray equipment); about four plastic spoonful 
each of parts A and B will do it. Be sure to get the propor• 
tions exactly half and half. The epoxy must set at least 45 
minutes, then filter it through Silkspan to remove those last 
little crudlies which seem inevitable. 

Just for good luck, tac-rag the model one more time, and 
you are ready to paint. Start at the rear, paint each side of 
the tail surfaces in turn, then start working your way around 
the fuselage until you get to the nose. Put the model away 
for 24 hours in a dust-free place, and store the unused p11int 
in a sealed jar in your refrigerator. Next day, use 400 grit 
wet-or-dry paper and a thin detergent solution to gently wet 
sand the painted areas. Sand just enough to knock off any 
lumps that sneaked in and even out any runs or brush over• 
laps. Rinse off the sludge, dry and tac-rag the model, then 
paint on your final coat (let the paint warm up to room 
temperature first). After the paint has set for half an hour, 
carefully peel off the masking tape. Always pull the tape 
back over itself to remove it; if you pull straight out you can 
pull paint or film up with it! Put the model away for another 
24 hours, then add any trim, decals, or tape decor you desire. 
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1 
One of the new surfacing resins for fill• 
Ing balsa. Hardener Is added a few drops 
to the ounce. Follow directions exactly. 

Finishing is easier with modern conveniences such as a 
top quality spray gun and spraybooth. The two-channel RC 
model in the photos had red Solarfilm directly over the foam 
wings, and a resin/epoxy finish as outlined above, except that 
the silver Hobbypoxy was sprayed on. Spray painting results 
in a much more even application of paint than I, at least, 
have ever learned to apply by brush. More even application 
means less paint on the model and less weight. A spraybooth 
is very useful, as it has a fan and filters to keep overspray 
from covering you, the surroundings, and especially your 
lungs. If you spray, but do not have a booth (the local auto 
body shop might let you use theirs) be sure to get a spray 
mask from your local paint store. 

In conclusion, the modern techniques of finishing are well 
worth learning, since an outstanding paint job can be applied 
in three days that would have taken a strenuous month for a 
classic doped finish of the same quality. As an added benefit, 
the modern materials are more durable and stable (not that 
my models die of old age). The initial cost is higher, but the 
total cost per job is the same or lower than the old way. 
Once you have learned to use the new finishing goodies, you 
may never want to change. e 

f. 

2 
Wet sanding of the first coat of epox_y 
paint. Use wet or dry carborundum 
paper and thin detergent solution. wash 
off the model before applying paint • 

Careful application of epoxy paint re• 
suits In finest of finishes. Top•of•the•llne 

3 
Badger spraybrush and a real spray 
booth are the ultimate In modeling 
luxury. 

Solarfllm, resin, epoxy, trim MonoKote 
and decals combine to make a model 
look Its best. The Slikker Is a two• 

4 channel RC model with a Half-A engine. 
Checkerboard Is nifty. 

• 
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Although the article specifically deals with the detailing 
of Revell's two versions of the P-47, the author would like to 
give the readers a small bit of his enthusiasm for the airplane 
that he considers one of the greatest birds of all time. 

In the course of writing a book about the P-47 I became 
so intrigued with the 56th Fighter Group and the markings 
of their aircraft. 

The 56th F.G. was number two in total "kills" in the 
ETO. The 4th F.G., a T-Bolt and later Mustang outfit, came 
out on top with a 1016 aircraft destroyed. Although the 4th 
was on top with 1016, the 56th had 1006 with a loss of only 
128 P-47s. The 56th had a kill rate of 8 to 1, whereas the 4th 
had a rate of 4 to 1. The most impressive thing about the 
Thunderbolt was its ability to take punishment and still bring 
its pilot home. 

The P-47 was made by Republic Aircraft. It had a four
blade prop powered by the Pratt & Whitney R-2800 engine, 
and was capable of speeds well in excess of 430 mph. Fire
power was a great asset. The P-4 7's eight SO-caliber machine 
guns could saw an enemy plane in half if continuously fired 
at less than 500 yards! 

Books have been written about the Thunderbolt but not 
enough has been written about how to accurately build a 
good model of the plane. The all-silver razorback version 
featured is the easier of the two. Several model shops now 
carry a line of adhesive-backed aluminum that can be used on 
these big l/32nd-scale models. One is called "Metalskin;" this 
has a paper bond between the aluminum and the adhesive. 
Another and, in my opinion, slightly more desirable version 
is "Bare-Metal." Bare-Metal has no backing- the adhesive is 
applied directly to the aluminum. This comes out to look a 
bit more realistic since it is thinner and can be applied more 
effectively around curves and corners. 

Alan Breeze's Company recently released a version called 
" Scale-Metal;" the flat or dull aluminum sheets are nice in 
contrast with the almost chrome appearance of the Bare
Metal. 

I, 

It 

_ ,, 
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Above: The finished "Sliver Lady"-the razor• 
back version of the P-47- has been skinned 
with foil . Only painting Is the red no$!> and 
rudder and the Sliver Lady writing on the 
side. The crown can be made from decal stock 
or painted. Special lettering Is made from 
Micro Scale's "Color Trim Film" decal stock. 
Left: Bubble-canopy version of the P-47 as 
flown by top ace, Gabby Gabreskl. A high• 
quality air brush Is nec essary to achieve the 
thin -line painting on this a ircraft. The large 
scale of this Revell model will allow the 
hobbyist to get It perfect If he t~kes his time. 
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Top: Reference for the Sliver Lady was the Kookaburra Teehnlcal 
Publlcatlons "P·47 Thunderbolt" by Geoff Duval. Supply and source 
Information Is given at the end of the arllcle. Above: Micro Scale, a 
product found In the decal section of many hobby shops, produces 
clear or colored decal sheet-from which you can make your own 
markings. 
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To make the model more realistic, I would suggest 
separate panels using a mixture of both the flat and shiny 
versions. To prepare the surface of the razorback version, 
first take the basically assembled fuselage, wings, and com
ponents (separately assembled but not cemented into a unit 
aircraft) and give them a thorough scrubbing with a Brillo or 
S.O.S. pad. This will take away some of the excessive rivet 
detail and will also remove the mold release agent. The mold 
release agent, if not removed, will keep the aluminum from 
sticking properly. 

After you've cleaned and dried the model thoroughly, 
start applying small panel-sized squares. The fuselage is 
finished as a unit then the wings, and, etc. Don't forget the 
landing gear doors and other accessories. The aluminum does 
not take kindly to having masking tape applied to it and then 
removed. Therefore, I would suggest that areas to be masked 
be covered with a tape that is not very wide, such as 1/4" 
masking, and that the tape first be applied to a window or 
table to lose some of its stickiness. Be careful when removing 
it from the aluminum-you should have no other problem. 

Areas of the aluminum can also be "weathered" by using 
either dull paint coats (clear) or shiny areas with No. 000 
steel wool. The aluminum should be burnished with a soft 
rag and waxed with a high quality automotive wax such as 
Blue Coral sealer. The special decals, such as the lettering 
HV-Z, were made from Micro-Scale's "Color Trim Film" de
cal sheet stock. The letters were carefully cut to the right 
scale with an X-acto knife No. 11 blade. 

The crown on the side of the cowl was hand-painted 
along with the "Silver Lady" on the fuselage just below and 
forward of the cockpit. The American decal came from the 
l/32nd Revell P-47 bubble cockpit version. This was not 
included in the razorback version and a separate kit had to be 
purchased. Reference for the "Silver Lady" was the 
Kookaburra Technical Publications booklet, "Republic P-47 
Thunderbolt" by Geoff Duval. · 

The bubble canopy version featured is the famous "Jug" 
of top-ace, Gabby Gabreski. For this well-known aircraft, it 
is surprisingly difficult to get all the camouflage correct. 
However, if the modeler will study the model's final photo
graph, you will find a very accurate reproduction of the 
actual aircraft. The photograph of Gabreski climbing from 
his famous "D" version will reveal the very haphazard 
camouflage scheme. 

A high quality airbrush is needed to achieve the thin-line 
painting on the aircraft. After careful examination of existing 
photographs, it was found that the invasion stripes on the 
fuselage were white with a thin band of black in outline. The 
star/bar in roundel was darker than the normal insignia blue, 
giving an almost blackish-blue appearance. A small "sight" 
also appears about two feet ahead of the cockpit windscreen. 
I suspect that this is an old-fashioned barrell sight for "duck 
hunting." Page 19 of the "Markings of the Aces" by Theo
dore R. Bennett will reveal many details of the Gabreski 
aircraft including the correct width of the invasion stripes, on 
the underside of the wing, and the correct size of the under
wing insignia. 

As far as I can tell, the aircraft that served in England 
were sometimes camouflaged with British paint mixed with 
American standard colors. Research taken from the Authen
tical Decal sheet No. 4 reveals the dark green portion of the 
Gabreski plane to have been Medium Green No. 42. The 
gray-blue portion was Ocean Gray with Neutral Gray No. 43 
on the underside. The ocean gray is a British color. The final 
painting will depend entirely upon your skill. However, the 
large scale of the Revell model will allow the modeler to get 
it almost perfect if he takes his time. 

This brace of Thunderbolts will add a touch of excellence 
to your collection. The time and effort that goes into the 
careful research will pay off when you finish these models 
either with the airbrush or a metal skin. Either way, it is 
fitting to do a fine job on such a noble aircraft. 

If you have trouble getting the above-mentioned supplies 
at your local hobby shop, write for a catalog at this address: 
The Squadron Shop, Inc.; 23500 John R; Hazel Park, Mich. 
48030. 

Every finish product mentioned in the article is handled 
by this company and their catalog is very complete. They 
also produce a quarterly called, "The Squadron," which gives 
many hints and tips to better modeling. 

----"""~-.,.~ -
1 • 

Top: The model that Is to be skinned (Razorback) Is first 
assembled according to Instructions, and then sanded with 
steel wool. Above: A soft rag, such as an old T-shirt, Is used 
to burnish the aluminum. Note rivet details. Left: A 
product such as "Bare Metal" Is cut Into small pieces and 
applied to clean, oil-free surface. Trimming done with sharp 
No. 11 X•acto knife. 
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IF YOU CAN FLY CONTROL LINE, 
YOU WI LL WANT TO STUNT. 

HERE'S A GOOD 049 TRAINER. 

E.K. STOCKSDALE 

My inter:ition with this design was to come up with a good 
1/zA stunter which was easy to build and fly. A plane with a 
flat-bottom wing will not do anything but fly level and may
be loop, which means you will not be able to use it for a 
stunt trainer. This design was built around a symmetrical 
wing cross section (airfoil). This means that the top of the 
w ing rib has the same shape as the bottom. Because of this 
wing cross section the plane w ill perform any stunt in the 
book. With this stunt capability in mind, if I could get the 
plane to do a wing-over with good line tension (pull on the 
control lines), the rest would be easy. 

A lso, I decided to build the plane around a Cox Golden 
Bee engine so readers could find the means to build it. The 
Baby Bee and the Golden Bee are the same except for the 
fuel tank setup. These engines have a lot of power of their 
size, so don't sell them short. 

The end result was put to the test one weekend during a 
15-mph crosswind. A perfect day to put it t hrough the 
wringer. The plane did its best with a 5¼ x 4 prop, and Cox 
Red Can fuel. After cranking it up, it took off like a shot (a 
lot faster than I had hoped) with plenty of line tension. I use 
35-foot lines on all my 1hA planes, and the 15-mph w ind did 
nothing to this one at all. I went into the first wing-over with 
shaking knees-it went over the top as well as any big plane I 
ever flew. It also had the smoothness of a big stunt plane 
going through the loops. Figure-eights are a snap as well as 
outside loops and inverted laps. I found no problem with any 
maneuver except for the four-leaf-clover, and this was only 
because I can't do that one myself. You will find this plane 
well worth your while. 
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Nose ls bullt up from sheet balsa, right; then ply mount glued 
to nose, left, which Is then rounded off. Gear wires left 
straight. 

Leading edge sheeting glued to spar, left. Sheeting bent down 
and glued, right, held to leading edge by spring-loaded 
clothespins. 
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------ ---- ' 

At top of picture, the second piece of leading edge sheeting 
bent dow n and glued in place--held by masking tape. Note 
bellcrank, etc. 
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Three steps In making ribs: Blanks slide over bolts, with 
templates on each side (center). After sanding, remove bolls. 
Ribs on right. 

When sheeting has been glued to spars, top and bottom, wing is 
laid on plan. Pieces of wood used to hold trailing edge at 
correct height. 

Construction 
Fuselage and landing gear: This is a simple box type fuselage. 
Being built-up, instead of a profile, makes it very good look
ing, also very strong and light. Cut out the sides from 3/32" 
sheet balsa using the full-size layout on the plans. Cut out 
holes for inserting the wing. The 1/~"-thick nose block is cut 
from hard balsa, because this will receive the screws when 
mounting the engine. Run the grain up and down. This 
makes it easier to taper the sides of the block. The tail-end of 
the sides should also be tapered (on the inside}, so when they 
are put together the very end of the fuselage will be 1/16" 
thick. These parts are glued together as shown in the photos. 
I use white glue wherever possible because it gives a strong 
bond. While this assembly is drying, cut out the fuselage top 
and bottom parts from 1/16" sheet balsa. Cut these parts a 
little oversize; they can be trimmed off to fit after they are 
glued in place-but don't glue them on yet. 

Most building instructions say to trace all parts off the 
plans, but this doesn't always work. Sometimes the plane 
doesn't come out exactly as shown on the plans. But even 
though it is sometimes difficult we keep trying to make 
things fit properly. So when making the 1/8" plywood part 
for the landing gear base, lay the fuselage assembly (when 
dry) over the plywood and trace the actual size onto the 
plywood itself. You will be sure it fits. Do the same with the 
1/8" balsa piece for the topside stiffener. Glue these parts in, 
keeping them flush so the fuselage top and bottom will fit 
well . The formers or bulkheads behind the wing opening and 
in the tail section will add a lot to the overall strength of the 
fuselage. These also should be put in at this time. When these 
parts are dry, install the top and bottom. 

6 The completed wing slides into place through the opening 
previously cut in the two fuselage sides. Model is ready for 
covering. 

8 Cockpit superstructure is added touch for real ism. Note how 
pushrod ls bent and exits through slot in center section 
sheeting. . ct,,;·,': ~ 
~ , " 

,.; ;,~, , /~ 
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The front end of the fuselage is easier than it looks. First, 
bend the landing gear from 1/16" music w ire. Try to get the 
shape as close as possible to that shown on the plans. If the 
landing leg ends are left straight, they later can be bent and 
cut to size. Trace the shape (which you bent) on the bottom 
of the fuselage and cut away the balsa. The wire must rest 
against the plywood inside. Glue well and add the ¼" balsa 
blocks which form the round nose. The 1/8" plywood motor 
mount disc can also be glued on at this time. When dry, trim 
and sand to a round shape using the disc on t)le nose as a 
guide. The tail skid, after being bent to shape, ,s glued in 
place with a layer of cloth over it. Rub in plenty of glue with 
the fingers. Don't try to make the final bends in the landing 
gear until the assembly has set overnight. 

The cockpit superstructure may give some of you a fit, 
but this is where you will learn to be a better modeler. The 
strength of the fuselage is there in the box, so whatever you 
do on the top is purely for looks. If you find your joints are 
not tight, use some filler or cover the areas w ith tissue. This 
will make them look much better. 

Wing: Start by cutting out the ribs. The best way to get them 
all the same is to sandwich them between templates when 
sanding their outlines. I made my templates from 1/16" 
plywood. This takes a little more time, but it is gained back 
when making the r ibs. When you find how well this plane 
flies, you will want to build another one or more. I have been 
building them six at a time. With the templates, I turn out a 
set of ribs in about ten minutes, every one being perfect. You 
must make two templates, and care must be taken to make 
them perfect, because you will use them over and over. 

(Continued 0 11 page 52) 

7 

9 

counterclockwlse, steps In making horizontal tall, In attaching 
over-and-under hinges. Slide finished tall to right position, glue. 

Finished airframe. Leadouts pass through pieces of tubing 
glued to wing tip. Leadouts should be flexible (stranded) wire 
type . 

......-:-: 

10 Side-mounted engine , rakish landing gear, snappy (but not 
heavy) paint Job, and your AMA decals, all contribute to 
good looks. 
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Top Flite P-51 B Mustang: Small .049-powered control-line 
models are the favorites of my two sons. They are easy to 
fly, easy to build, and can be flown in the neighborhood 
without too much planning or fuss. If something goes wrong, 
these light models bounce quite well without too much dam
age. 

For some time either my 9- or my 8-year-old son has been 
building the 1/2A control-line mod',ls for the New Products 
section of JAM. They built these models without any 
physical help from me. But at times I have had to do some 
explaining of instructions. However, up until this review all 
of the 1kA models had a solid balsa wing. The Top F lite P-51 
Mustang has a regular built-up wing, using ribs with a spar 
and a leading and trailing edge. My 8-year-old beat me to the 
box when it came in the mail and said that he was going to 
build the Mustang. After looking at the plans I saw that they 
were very clear and understandable. So I told him to call me 
if he needed help. 

The first call for help came aHer the wing was near ly 
complete. He needed me to hold the bellcrank mount so he 
could drill the holes for the bellcrank and the landing gear. 
The wing was built perfectly. Building the rest of the model 
is pretty much an assembly job and is not difficult. In finish
ing the Mustang we decided to use MonoKote. This will let 
you complete the wings in minutes. The body is more diffi
cult to do, and we recommend that you use regular dope to 
finish the body. 

As with every Top Flite control-line airplane that I have 
ever built and flown, this model performed excellently. Per
formance is better and seems more controlled than similar
sized models using a solid balsa wing. The turns can be made 
sharper and the plane seems more stable. The glide after the 
engine stop is longer too. 

If you want to build a sharp model that is one step up 
from the all -balsa profile jobs, this Top Flite model is a good 
choice. If your hobby shop does not have the Mustang, t hen 
give Top Flite a try at 2635 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
60616. 
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Jasco Flash X-12: Learning to fly free flight can be a very 
disappointing experience unless taken one step at a time. The 
recommended way to make the move into free flight a most 
pleasant experience is to start simple and only move to more 
difficult subjects once the basics are mastered. Jasco has a 
line of four models designed for the beginner's l\ vel in free 
flight. Two of the models are of the hi-start type. These are 
basically gliders that are launched using t he power of a 
stretched rubber band added to the towline to catapult them 
into the sky. The other two models are rubber-powered pro
peller driven. 

For this test I built and flew the Flash X-12, a 12" span 
rubber-powered all balsa model. I also carefully examined the 
other three kits in this line. Anyone old enough to read and 
understand instructions of the most simple k ind can build 
and fly this kit with a minimum of help. The design is excel
lent, the materials of fairly good quality, and the finished 
model flies better than many others. At $ 1.29 the price is 
right too. 

All of the wood parts are either cleanly die cut or pre
shaped. You need only to glue seven joints, and then assem
ble the model. The motto of Jasco is "Build tonight- Fly 
tomorrow." Accurate in this case. Aside from the glueing and 
the assembly there is nothing else to do. No doping or 
papering is required or recommended. The balsa is pre
colored to provide an attractive design on the model. 

The entire side of the plan that does not have building 
instructions does have instructions to make easy your adjust
ing of flight. Just about everything that could possibly go 
wrong is covered. So this is a good model to start learning 
about free flight-it almost guarantees success. Order from 
your hobby shop or directly from Junior Aero Space Co., 
Box 135, Northridge, Calif. 91324. 

PAUL KUGLER 

Dremel Electric Engraver: One of the tools t hat I recently 
ran across is not technically an item built especially for the 
modeler. It is one though, that will have great value both to 
the modeler and to his family. The tool is the Dremel electric 
engraver, and it is manufactured by the people who produce 
the Moto-tool and the Moto-shop. 

What is the value of a tool that does not help me build a 
model? Well, the advantage t hat I have found is a very large 
one. Using this tool the modeler can permanently engrave 
almost any material. I have not found a metal that_ is used in 
modeling, or for that matter in the home, t hat cannot be 
permanently • marked using the Dremel engraver. Modelers 
will find that they will be putting their name or social 
security number on their most valuable modeling possessions. 
I have engraved my name and social security number both on 
each radio control set that I own. I have also done the same 
for each of my engines, and all of my model railroad equip
ment. Every tool has been positively identified so there will 
be no doubt in the fu ture about who the owner might be of 
that piece of equipment that was "found" lying around. 

Free flighters will appreciate the opportunity to mark 
expensive engines, and hard to replace timers. Radio control 
buffs who are as much collectors of equipment as they are 
users, will want to mark their starters, fuel pumps, field 
boxes, and all the other equipment as well as the radio gear. 

Our community used this tool to start a program called 
Operation Identification in conjunction with the Police De· 
partment. We are trying to get everyone in the community to 
mark each item in their house that can be removed and 
stolen. In this way we hope to discourage crime. Say, this 
may be a good way for you to get a free tool. Encourage 
your parents to buy the tool to ·safeguard their home, and 
then use it to protect your modeling equipment. 

Detai ls are available from the Dremel Mfg. Co., Racine, 
Wisc. 

It 

The Nomad: The easiest way to fly radio-control airplanes is 
to have only one control, that proportional. Among the 
types of airplanes available for this type of single-channel 
,flying, the easiest to learn to fly on, and the most rewarding 
in terms of long flight, is a glider. The Nomad is such a plane. 

The basic design is well proven. Nomad has now been 
updated and made easier to construct for the beginner. The 
fuselage has been made stronger to withstand the bumps that 
the novice flier is sure to provide. Construction is of balsa 
with matched one-piece fuselage sides, and although the 
wings use ribs, the entire construction is simple enough for 
the beginner who has built several model planes. 

I did not build this model, rather Dave Boynton of Model 
Dealer magazine did. Dave is not an expert, but the Nomad 
went together easy enough. He estimates that the ship took 
about 20-25 hours to build and cover with MonoKote. Full
size plans are included, and another nice feature for the 
novice is that the kit includes a separate sheet of construc
tion photographs that illustrate the steps of construction. 
The kit is complete too. Only the covering material is not 
included. The parts fit well, and need little trimming to make 
them fit. 

The Nomad is a powered glider. It takes either an .020 or 
an .010 engine which should get the model up to about 400 
feet altitude. If you have thermals or slope lift this altitude 
should get you long flights. 

We used the ACE RC Stomper unit with excellent results. 
The model flew right off the building board with no trim
ming needed. Dave recommends that you first test glide the 
Nomad by hand, then when these flights are satisfactory you 
should try a short engine run. If everything is OK, then fill 
the tank and expect a very stable, gentle, slow, and respon• 
sive flight. 

Nomad is available from your hobby shop or directly 
from the House of Balsa, 2814 East 56 Way, Long Beach, 
Calif. 90805 for $11.95. 
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from cf'aio.He 
MUFFLER• MANIFOLD for all 

COX 1/2A ENGINES 

- THREE MODELS-
EM,7 A For ell C'l.lu~nl thid, cyl1nde·r Coa .0.a9's 
EM,7B For older th ,n cyltnde-1 wall Cox .049's 
EM-7C Fo, ell cuutni th1d: cyl,nde, Coa .OSl's 

LETTERS 
(Continued from page 6) 

And The Winner Is. 
Enclosed is a photo of my ninth grade 
shop class, taken during an A.M.A. Cub 
Contest. Mr. Russ Barrera helped pro
vide the planes, awards, etc. 

Sail panzer? 

John Lueken 
Escondido, Calif. 

A few days ago I received my first issue 
of JAM. My father and I have been buy
ing issues of American Aircraft Modeler, 
RIC Modeler, Flying Models and Model 
Airplane News for two years, so I can 
pretty well judge a magazine's contents. 
I thought the contents of JAM were 

7 -18 .!:6 NE'W AMSTE'ROAM $1. 70 

22", WATE'RLINL, 1:°'00 
GOOD OISPL A 'f MbDE:L 

"PRINTE'O I~~')• LU"E'DOATS :,,fAfO; THIS 
IOE'AL FOR, A YOU?-:G Oij. f ' lh.ST Tl.ME" 
DULLDrR. WE'LL ILLUSTR..\·n;n_ 

F on:.i£n O r d~rs 
CalifornU. Ruldentt 

5 ~ Sil o T.l..x 

·• Tu Du.Med1lion.Bab1 Bu. Colden Bu--

• KEEPS PLANE CLEANER, CONCENTRATES USUAL 
IIESSY EXHAUST INTO OH E DIRECTION 

• KEEPS OUST AHO DIRT OUT Of CYLINDER, 
THEREBY PROLONGING ENGINE LIFE 

• EASILY ATTACHED WITH no SCREWS 

• WEIGHS JUST A LITTLE OVER 112 OZ, 

1200 GENEVA AVE. 
BAN FRANCISCO. CA. 94112 

great! There was a variety of articles for 
different tastes (planes, boats, sai lcars, 
etc.) and the models ranged from easy
to hard-to-build. I look forward to 
future issues of JAM. 

I especially liked the "Windjammer" 
article and i t inspired me to look for its 
RC possibilities. I came up with my own 
design-Sailcar I. It's 13 inches long, 
with a 21-in. mast and a 101k x lk x l" 
balsa block glued to the bottom. The 
model is made of corrugated cardboard 
and finished with a coat of Aero-Gloss 
red dope. As for performance, it would 
go in IO-foot circles on a paved drive· 
way (although it required a push to get 
it going around again). 

I changed the design some and the 
result was "Sailpanzer Mk.I." It is 191k 
inches long, with a frame of corrugated 
cardboard reinforced and a wooden 
12-in. ruler attached to the bottom. I 
found that transportation was a prob
lem with my original "Sailcar," so I 
came upon a collapsible mast for my 
Sa ilpanze;r- an old broken radio 
antenna. On top of the deck there is a 
box for radio installation. You may 
wonder why I call it a Sailpanzer. I got 
the idea from the article in JAM on the 
"Battle of the Bulge"- using Aero-Gloss 
dope, I applied a hunting tank camou
flage and homemade iron crosses. 

One suggestion for JAM : Why not 
publish some simple scale articles for 
free flight or convertible to single
channel RC? The "Monitor-Merrimac" 

7-ISZZ ~mt:l'COLPHILR.( 1 .Z:" > Sl . 6S 

S • H (USD :;:R, S2. 50} 
S • SO (TO $-1. 99) 
SI. 00 (TO ~9. "19) 

,_ 
18~~~1~si£0~:;/J1~~o?! · o; 

ST E'A~! ORI\: £ 
7-1893 GR.AZ ?..El-'Pc;'LIN S4. H 

l :l00 FOUR f'EtT !,-ONG 

C..1.1.l.loi:; 5 . ZS o·r ... e- With On:!cr) 

Postal .\tone)· O rde ~ o r 
6,l.nk 0::Hlt:, collcctabl~ \fl 
U.S. Eunt!s " ' i l bout ch.1 r j!C • $1,]) ( SID.00 1, O V!:R) 

• Calif. SI. 10 

JOHN HATHAWAY 
·410 W. 6th St/Box 1287.• 
San Pedro, Calif. 90731· 
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article looked pretty advanced to me. 
Keep up the great work! 

Pen Pal Wanted 

Nick DeCarlis 
New Hartford, N .Y. 

I don't know much about the different 
kinds of models. I'd like to make friends 
with modelers from overseas. I'm 
hoping to become a Pen Pal to those 
modelers who know a great deal about 
any of these areas: Radio-control mod
els and equipment, jet (turbine) engines, 
helicopters (both real and model), de
signing models and real machines 
(transportation) or aeronautics. 

Does anyone know where I can get 
access to an international currency chart 
(if one exists)? 

I am in my teens and I am not very 
good at writing letters, so please excuse 
my form. I have been building models 
for about seven or eight years, but most 
of the models I have constructed have 
been plastic. I also have quite a few 
other things I enjoy doing. 

S. Fountain, 360 Davis St., 
Port Colborne, Ontario, Canada 

As to the values of foreign cur
rency, we suggest tryi11g your ba11h 
for information, or for leads. We'd 
also suggest that modelers in the 
United States drop you a note
we've included your full address. 

-Editor 

Fl YING MODELS FOR THE BEGINNER 
AMA RACER 

by FRANK EHLIHG 

ilSSUE COVERED 

RUBBER. POWERED 

FEATUR ES AOJUS T A8LE WIHG 49C 
Design~d by AMA Tect".lnic<il Director F ronk 
Ehl ing as lhe beginner's first model. It is very 
rosy lo bui ld, yet h.Jrns in omo1ing fli ghts. 
Kit contains p,int~d covering material an which 
the model is constructed. Kit includes all mottr• 
i ol to consttuct the model except glue. 

AMA CUB by FRANK EHLIHG 

49C 
RUBBER-POWERED 

TISSUE COVERED. 

ClVER 500,000 BUil T ANC FLOWN !!! 

The AMA CUB is 0no1he, model dosigned by 
Fronk Ehling fo r the beginner. It is o simpl e r 
version of the AMA R:ACER, feoluring o one 
p i ece fuselage, the some type o f printed cove ring 
ploslic p ropeller assembly ond complete inshuc• 
lions. 

" Second Stop" Modol 0fto1 AMA CUB 

KIT FF. J2 by FRANK EtlLING 

WIHGSP AH 24" 

• MODEL 
MOLDED PLASTIC PROPELLER 

FULL SIZE PLANS 
SPECIAL IN5TRUCTIOHS 
OIE-CUT BALSA 
PLASTIC PROP 
COVERIUG TISSUE 
RUBBER MO TOR 
COLORED STAR DECALS 

Th e SIG CUB fi ll s a de(i nito need for on ad• 
vanced lt~iner ~nd sport mo del that is. capabl e 
of lonp h ,gh flt ghls. Y t'I i t con be flown from 
limi t~c oreos. lik e school yards. Unique PRO· 
GRAJ.\ED INSTRUCTIONS o;d the tooche, and 
the tenderfoot model er. 

SIG PARASOL 
PROFILE RUBBER-POWERED 

~1NGSPAU 12" 
PRESHAPED AIRFOIL 

#I TRAINER 

Hond L aun ch ed Gliders ore o tremendous a mount 
of run! When properly built ond trimmed t hey are 
capabl e of g,oceful, sus.toined fli ght 1h01 <will 
thrill evtty model t-nlhu s iost. Both th e FLIP 
a nd th e PIGEON o,e wosy to huilC: if tht- stt--p•by• 
slep plans arc followed ca,afull:,. Designe d for 
quick roll-out o! the top o f the lovnc_h, even the 
no vi ce con achieve long, graceful fli ghts . Ru g• 
ged c!e sign to wi1h s tond constont flying. 

SIG TIGER 
NEW VERSION OF AN 

AGELESS OLD·TIMER 

89C KIT FF-15 

89¢ 
WEIGHT, I Oz. 
WINGSPAN, 2 111" 

Vi1HGSPAN \8" 

PLAN IS COVERING MA HRI AL 

HO PAINTING REQUIRED 
CDMPL ETE KIT 

BIG 24" WINGSPAN 
DESIGNED BY PAUl M c lLRATH • Ne"' .1/ .2A Profile UL TRA SIMPLE CClHSTRUCTIOH 

ATTRACTIVE J.CQLOR BOX 
FULL SIZE PLAHS 
EXCELL ENT PERFORMANCE 
COMP LETE PROPELLER & 

DEWEYBIRD MARK I 
IIOSE-PI ECE ASSEMBLY 

Fronk Ehling hos conlributed o second desi gn for 
o "step-up" mode l. As C O S.)' to build os the AMA 
CUB, but o big 2 4" wingspan model that will lly 
ouldoors. It is ,col l:, on amazing firer OS it out• 
performs mote sophisticated mode s. It climbs 
s harply during the motor ,un ond hos a ~moolh 
transition to a long, flat glide. As with the CUB, 
the pl ans a1e printed d irectly on the cove,ing 
material. Conshuclion is. just o s COjy ond a ny 
bcginnet con build it. 

SCALE APPEARANCE 

Dnigl"lcd br O.o,e Sbi~1,n, 0 1o,Hr cf Hebb.)· Hid'""·A-WoJ, Ot lo, on. llli11oit. Th1:- 0 ..::vnbird Mork I 
h o 1eoi•scol" cor..t,ol li:ic ~ ,:,d,:.1 cf J iri D~v c(s midgtt. Oo , t' h01 crcolcd o med'cl H a l is 
' ~'T COlf l o- b1o1ild end fly. Th[' bc9itui.:r 1fw.;ild t,;o, c no lrci;;b!Qe '"i1h thii: oi rf lont\ ) ,H llig~I 
d wu ocfc, iiti:s e re t -..'(h 11-l,ct th; od1cnccd nc,-!dcr v iii cnje,y it, It viii ptd c rm v -c:11 O:l OI\J 
go,:-d .O-i9 cngi:ie. Thu" ... u be ro,ge, Oc..-c,bi,ds 0111 10-.:n. 

Send •I.DO Today for 

049 ENGINE 

WINGSPAN: 22'i" 

SIG'S BIG NEW CATALOG! 

'-'- •1n 1 -•-..-.. - •- - • '=•• ~U 
111; ai·1;. ce. llC. • •.. - --•"°l-1• 

The Modeler's Wishbook' 
tlO POSTAGE REQUIRED WHEN ORDERING CATALOG ALOHE 

OUR GIA!-,'f 1973 SPRl?-:G AND StJM!>IEll CATA
LOG b l)QY,. read)'. Comp!ele-ly n.,i.sed. it Wu.nr.ttE'S 
thowand.t: ol model e.J.r~.mes., ha.rd.-.:'Ue, pa.l.nt.s and 
many othl-r item! lLttd in the building a.nd flying of 
~ I aicpl&nf'S. Over 2-H pag~ features the fa.mow 
S.!g 1...Int", plw practically all oth~r llnes a..-alla.b~. ln• 
duded an: radJ0<00trol mode-Li. glide-rs, 53ilplanes. 
rubbtt•J)O'"'eN'd stx)rt.. !ca.le, {'Ontro) line stunt, ~
ner5' projects. plus ew,;· oth-er COllC-einble t)-pe ot 
nl()(kil. For Ml~ al yw.r local hobby shop, Oc sitnd $ 1.00 
today for >·our t'OS)y. Yoo"ll a~ It's a do\l.!.r \li'f:U 
spe.nt! 

KIT FEATURES: 
• Compl cte Bu i lding and Flying lnshuctions 
• Detoiled Plans with I so metric Const,uclion Views 
• Forme,d Plastic Propeller 
• SIG Contest Rubbrr Strip for Maxim um Turns 

and High Flight Performance 
• Die Cut SIG Bolso Po,1s KIT FF-3 
• Covering Mot e ,ial 
• Wheel s l~ cluded $1.95 

T he SIG C lassic Scties TIGER is a minia ture 
modern edit ion or that typica l rubber•poweted 
model o f the 1930' , , populo,ly called th e 
uO utdoor Com m e rcial" . These simple de 
s i gn s , featuring o box fu selage with o cabin, 
int,oduc: e d thousands of noviccs to the thri l l 
of bui l ding o m od e l th at rcol ly fl ew. In de• 
signing tht- T iger, Poul Mclfroth hos re ta in ed 
the fine flight petfo,mance ond added o pl eas.• 
ing scale•li lc:e appearance. The co mprehen
si ve book o f ins ttuction s and bui lding ease 
m o\:e this kit ideal for beginners or o model• 
ing class p roj ect. 

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 

SEE YOUR DEALER FIRST! 

If h• ,.,;11 not supply you, 
the n orde r direc Hy ftom out plant. W e will ship promptly. 
To O,d, ,, please odd Sl.00 fo, postage and handling in the 
U. S. Conodion orde rs p le a se odd S1.50. Minimum order is 
S 1.00. Please ,emil by bank d,o II, check o, money o,dc,. 
P,int you, name and address plainly_ Sorry, No C .0.0. sl,ip· 
ments. All prices subject to change without notice. 

SIG MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 
401 S, FRONT STREET 

MONTEZUMA, IOWA 50171 



NUPITER 
(Co11ti11ued from pa1:e 24) 

and the model will spiral into the ground. Too little turn and 
it will stall or loop. 

To adjust the turn, bend the rudder tab slightly {l/16 
inch) in the direction you want the model to turn. For ex
ample, if the model is turning too sharply to the left, bend 
the tab to the right. Vary the amount of tab offset for the 
desired amount of turn. 

If the model persists in turning left too much, slightly 
twist (warp) the left wing tip so the leading edge comes up 
and the trailing edge goes down (1/16 inch or so). This in
creases lift on the left wing panel and keeps the turn from 
getting too steep. 

After your Nupiter is on the right track up into the sky 
and down again, you may want to experiment with slight 
variations in trim for a more floating glide, faster climb, etc. 
See other articles in J A .M. or Model Aircraft Handbooks for 
these suggestions. 

SHOW OFF 
(Continued from page 47) 

Trace the shape on the plywood and cut out the tem
plates almost to the line, using a jig saw or a sharp knife; 
don't cut the notches until after the templates have been 
sanded to their final shape. When cutting out the notches, 
begin by cutting them a little undersize and file them to 
exactly 1/8", using a piece of 1/8" square balsa stock for a 
gauge to check notch sizes. This is very important. When the 
ribs are fin ished, you w ill be sure the notches are not too 
sloppy. I have a f lat file which measures 1/8" thick- it works 
fine for the job. The bolt holes in the templates are the 
centers of the readout holes in the ribs, so make sure these 
are in the proper location. Drill them to match the bolts you 
will use to hold the ribs sandwiched between the templates. 
The bolts must be at least 1" long. Remember, whatever the 
shape of your templates, your ribs will turn out to be the 
same. 

Throwing a plane together and flying isn't all we try to 
do. Finding better building technique.s is important too. The 
building is the hobby, not flying. The flying is the reward we 
get from proper methods. So, as with the templates, try again 
if they don't turn out. We don't always get things right the 
first time. 

To make the ribs, cut 12 pieces of 1/16" balsa sheet 
somewhat bigger (all around) than the templates. These are 
then stacked up {use pins to keep them together) and drilled 
to match the templates. Once this is done they can be bolted 
together with one template on each side of the stack. Be 
careful not to bolt them too tight. Just snug them a little 
more than you can with your fingers, using a screw driver. 
This way you won't crunch the wood. You can now start 
trimming them as close to the template shape as you dare 
with a knife, then f inish up with a sanding block. The balsa 
ribs will sand a lot easier than the plywood, but care must be 
taken to sand straight. The templates can be sanded out of 
shape if you are not careful. Lay a straight edge across the 
stack to see if the ribs have a hump in the middle. It will be 
easy to see if the stack is sanded straight across at right angles 
to the templates. Work on this sanding, checking until the 
stack is flat across at all points, leaving the notching until 
last. 

Once you are satisfied with the outline shape of the ribs, 
the leading edge and spar notches are easy, much easier than 
it was putting them into the plywood. Run a saw cut down 
each side of the notch and file out the middle. I use the same 
flat file I mentioned before which leaves a perfect 1/8" 
notch. When the stack is taken apart, you will know they are 
all the same, and you will have a nice looking w ing. Use a 
hole cutter to enlarge the leadout holes in each rib. If you 
don't have one, it is easy to make one from a piece of ¼" 
tubing by sharpening the end with a file. Don't try to drill 
the holes bigger for you may split a rib. If you must, use a 
round file to enlarge the holes. 

The trailing edge may prove a little difficult, but with 
care you can turn out a good job. Measure the part on the 

(Co11ti11ued 011 page 56) 

[IlU(lmhBliOOPbBrrn(lffilU ':JA!CO KID welcomes you to tlte exc,Wng world of Free lligltt/" 

FOR THE LATEST FROM 
THE MODEL HELICOPTER 

WORLD 

MODEL HELICOPTER NEWS is only pe
riodical devoted exclusively to the interests 
of the ever increasing number of helicopter 
modelers. MODE L HELICOPTER NEWS is 
published bi-monthly, covers Free F light, 
RC and Static model helicopters. It is 
packed with reports on model helicopter 
contests and shows, "how to" building 
features, thought provoking technical ar
ticles, regular featu res from experts in the 
model helicopter field from around the 
world, new product reports, and much 
more. Each issue carries a three-view draw
ing, photos and description of real helicop
ter. for scale modelers. · 
Remember, if it deals with the model hel
icopters, it is in the pages of MODEL HEL
ICOPTER NEWS magazine. 

U.S.A. and Possessions, Apo's & FPO's 
1 year subscription - S5.00 

CANADA 
1 year subscription - $5.50 

FOREIGN 
1 year subscription (surface mail) - S6.50 

1 year subscription (air mail ) - S 15.00 
SAMPLE COPY - S1 .00 

DEALERS 
Standard hobby discount. 

Write for more information! 
No stamps or C.O.D. Please. 

Send cash, check or money order to: 
MODEL HELICOPTER NEWS - Dept.J 

104 Lake Scranton Rd .• Scranton, Pa.18505 
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The hospital ship HOPE has sailed 

toward many horizons and brought 

to people on four continents a car

go of health and hope. 

The stort is far from over. Ahead 

are many parts of this world where 

the Project's teaching and treat

ment concept are urgently needed. 

Sign on today 

Give to: 

PROJECT Dept. A 

Washington, D. C. 

20007 

·' 

Fling•hl G •t:Z 
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BILL SARTORE, Pittsburgh, Pa. · age 14. The Sterling kit of the 

schooner Blue Nose was covered with several coats of sealer to give it 

an even and smooth finish. Bill handmade the ratlines, interior of the 

lifeboats, and bulwark stiffeners. Bill picked the 0remel 572 Moto

shop as his prize. 

2 d JEFF NYSTROM, Cary, 
Ill. • age 13. The Quarter 

Pint was built from Paul 
0 e nson's plans in the 

April issue of AAM. This 

was his first attempt at a 
scratch built, non-kit, 

model. He won a twelve 

DARRELL BELLER, 
Anchorage, Alaska - age 
13. Darrell's Top Flite kit 

of the P-47 Thunderbolt 

won third place and a sub• 
scription to JAM. The 

p.47 is powered by a Cox 

. 15 and covered with 

Super Monokote. 

lrd issue subscription to JAM. 

~ 

SEND YOUR ENTRY IN TODAY! 
A. Model Origin: 

Any kit that had its origin from a wood, plastic, metal, 
etc., kit is eligible. 

B. Categories: 
All types of models are eligible, i.e., planes, boats, cars, 
etc. 
1. Boats 2. Cars 3. Tanks 4 , Planes 

C. Entrants to submit: 
1. Black and white glossy photos no smaller than 4 x 5 

showing various views (minimum of 4). Polaroid 
pictures are acceptable. 

2. ~olor photo or slide (OPTIONAL) 
3. Close-up photos o·f detailed work may be supplied if 

desired. 
4. A short write-up on the origin of the kit and any 

special techniques used in the building of your entry. 
5. A statement that: 

(a) The submitter was the sole builder of the model. 
(b) The original kit is available at any hobby shop. 
(c) The photos taken and supplied were taken by the 
submitter. 

-ID fhe 

J&ltl ltlODll 

BIJllDINCi 

<ONIIII 
PICK YOUR PRIZE FOR FIRST PLACE! 

DREMEL NO. 261 
MOTO-TOOL KIT 

. 
,-,....._ 

~ • \\ ~~~ 
,~1.t -~i e ·- c f 
~ 

~ llf -

DREMEL NO. 572 
DELUXE MOTO-SHOP 

JAM MODEL BUILDING CONTEST 
733 F ifteenth Street, N. W. Suite 526 
Washington, D. C. 20005 



WHAT'S YOUR QUESTION 
(Co11ti1111ed from page 8) 

Q: Before I ask my question I have a 
few comments on JAM. I am 36 years 
old, and have been modeling since the 
age of 10. I have been in most every-

DONE GOOSE i!!l!1 thing and enjoyed them all. However, I 
0 never saw a magazine in any field that 

has been as helpful to me as JAM has 

* 
PEANUT SCALE/ been. No matter how much experience a 

person has, basics are often never 
PLANS•WHEELS learned properly. So for filling this gap 

& SUPPLIES and much, much more I say thank you 
to the staff of JAM. 

SEE YOUR 0£Al..ER TOOAV. IF UN.AVAILA• 
BLE ORDER DIRECT. ADO '10~ FOR POST
AGE & HAN CLING. OuTBIOE U.S. ADC 1!5"ro-

Complele calalog 25c Now, my question. I am building 
· C. Hannan, Graphics peanut scale planes. I have several plans 

~=====B=o=x=A='=E=,c=o=nd=i=do::::'=C=a=. =9=20=2=5~ from "Plans & Things" (Bill 1-!annan's 
outfit). One plan calls for airfoil shaped 
wings 1/16" thick. This calls for ribs of 
the proper shape and measuring 1/16 by 
1/16". How do you make these? 

PLAN SERVICE PAGE 58 

Winning best finish awards with offbeat combinations of Aero Gloss 
has become a habit with Dario Brisighella Sr. of Oak Creek, Wis. His latest: 
A "plum-crazy" combination using his own specially blended "inter
national orange," "rich plum," and " ice white, " with jet black striping on 
the widely publicized "VIPER." "It may be that I just think of models and 
Aero Gloss together," Mr. Brisighella says, "but in thirty years I've never 
gotten a bad job using ii." Which is not such a bad reason to consider 
Aero Gloss for your next competition model. 
Other reasons: 
PRE-FORMULATED AND READY TO USE- For dependability, for convenience! 
40 DISTINCTIVE COLORS- Providing an unlimited color range for the unique 
and trend-creating color concepts that contest judges are always looking for. 
TOUCH-UPS AND ADDITIONS NO PROBLEM. With Aero Gloss, another match
ing jar is always available. Leftover paint or mix can be used again. 
INNOVATE, BLEND, CAMOUFLAGE! The exclusive Aero Gloss formula comes 
in military flats, fluorescents, candies, metallics and in spray and brush-on dope. 

AT YOUR HOBBY DEALER IN SIZES FROM 1 OZ. TO 1 GAL. 

=~~;;■-~·-·; ,~::': 
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Donald J. Punke, Jr. 
Hamburg, N.Y. 

A: Rather than attempting to answer 
your question myself, it was decided to 
go right to the expert. Bill Hannan was 
kind enough to write an answer and 
draw an illustration much better than I 
would even hope to do. His letter is 
quoted below. 

"A guy has to be part detective in 
this business, me thinks! l_t took several 
readings of the letter from Donald J. 
Punke, Jr., before it dawned on me 
what he was after. Apparently, he is re
ferring to Walt Mooney's design of. the 
Demoiselle, which features the so-called 
"sliced-ribs." These are quite common 
to indoor models, but not too well 
known to outdoor types. 

"At any rate, they can be produced 
fair ly simply as follows: First, a tem
plate of thin aluminum is cut to the cur
vature of the airfoil. Our example as
sumes a constant-chord wing. 

"A suitable sheet of balsa stock is 
cut to the correct chord width. Using 
the aluminum template as a guide, a cut 
is made, which forms the top contour of 
the rib. Next, the template is slid down 
about 1/16", and a second is made, 
which forms the bottom of the first rib, 
and also the top of the next. Owing to 
the fragile nature of this type of rib, it is 
a good idea to make a few extra, which 
takes only a few moments time. 

"The illustrations may help to make 
the sequence of operations clearer." 

/ 

~ MINUM 
TEMPLATE 

1/ / 
/ 

/ 
/. 

/ 

~ 
"SLICED RIB" 

THE DELTA DART 
a symbol of you11n 

and modelllna 

represen1s bo1h 
modelina and 

1he basllcs 

• 



SHOW OFF 
(Co11ti1111ed from page 52) 

plans and lay it out full-size on 3/16" sheet balsa. Cut the 
taper from center to the tips. The rib notches also can be 
marked right off the plans. Be sure not to cut them over 
1/16" wide and 1/8" deep. The rib ends must fit snug and 
not sloppy. At the local hobby shop you may be able to find 
some trailing edge stock already shaped. If so, cut to length 
and taper and notch for ribs. The thickness should taper to 
1/16" at the trailing edge (see the cross section on the plans.) 
You must sand the top and bottom the same amount. With 
practice and patience, you will soon be able to turn out a 
good-looking piece. But don't be discouraged if yours doesn't 
turn out like the plans. The plane will still fly. 

The assembly method used here will work quite well for a 
beginner. The planking is 1/32" sheet balsa. Use a soft piece 
which bends easily. Cut out two pieces 1-3/16 in. wide, and 
long enough to fit flush with the outside of each end rib. 
Glue a piece of 1/8" square balsa on top, flush with one edge 
of each piece. Be sure they are lying flat and straight. 

The next step will be building by pinning on top of the 
plans, but first cover the area on the plans with wax paper 
for protection from the glue. The first part to pin down is 
the planking and spar assembly which you have just glued 
together. Line up the spar in its proper location on the plans. 
This will have the 1/32" planking under it. Pin through the 
spar into the plans. This will be the bottom spar and plank
ing. The pins must be put in at an angle so they will not be in 
the way when the top spar is in place later. 

The ribs are now glued into the notches in the trailing 
edge. Make sure they are in the center. That is if there is any 
overhang, this should be the same top and bottom. These can 
be held together during the next step by sticking pins in 
diagonally (at an angle). Glue this assembly onto the bottom 
spar and line up the ribs in their proper locatioo. Do not 
apply any glue to the planking at this time, which should be 
lying flat. The top spar (with planking attached) can be glued 
on at this time. The top planking should be sticking out 

straight just as the bottom planking does at this point. The 
trailing edge should be blocked up to keep the w ing level. 
The top spar should be directly over the bottom spar. This 
can be checked with a small square gauge or small triangle. 
At this point I lay a long flat board over the spar location 
with weights on it to keep the wing flat and straight. 

When this is dry, take the wing off the plans and glue in 
the leading-edge spar. I f the wing is straight, and the ribs 
made well (as with the templates) this spar should just about 
fall into place. It should be pinned in place and allowed to 
dry. 

Insert the bellcrank platform, the size of which can be 
taken off the plans. This is glued down t ight to the bottom 
spar. Try to keep it level front to back. Also do not let it 
stick out past the front of the ribs, because the planking will 
not fit down as it should. 

The job of finishing up the planking is a lot easier than it 
looks, although a glue gun will help a lot in this step. Apply 
glue to the bottom half of the leading edge spar and the 
bottom half of the ribs; then roll the bottom planking up 
into place, holding it to the front spar w ith clothespins. The 
clothespin clamps I use have been taken apart and turned 
around. These work well in all kinds of jobs. Be sure to glue 
well in this step. After this has dried, the same steps are 
taken with the top half. The planking this time is rolled 
down and held in place with masking tape. Study the photos 
through this step and it will be very easy. 

Trace the outline of the wingtips on, then cut them from 
1/16" balsa. If you add some 1/16" scrap around the outer 
edges (top and bottom) keeping the grain as shown on the 
plans, this will help to keep the tips warp-free and at the 
same time will let you sand a nice round shape that will make 
your covering job a lot easier. When gluing the place be sure 
to keep the tip lined up with t he center of the rib. To help 
keep the tips from drooping, a small corner brace is glued in 
on top and bottom in line with the main spar. If these are cut 
square, they will line up right. 

Bellcrank assembly: The bellcrank with controls attached is 
bolted in place adding the centersection planking. Notice 
that the bellcrank is cut down in size. This is easy to do w ith 

the modelers' 
MOTO-TOOL: 

Sand and shape wood. fiber
glass and foam parts. 

Cut wire landing gears and 
slots for hinges. 
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Polish intake ports. Lighten 
pistons and rods. 

,,, 
Drill engine and equipment 

mounting holes. 

From the minute you turn Mota-Tool on you ' ll feel its ex
ceptional power (30,000 RPM) and balance that will help you 
work with confidence on any kind of job. It drills, polishes, 
carves, engraves, sands, deburrs, grinds with precision, 
speed, accuracy. What's more, you can power your way 
through wood, metal, plastic and many 
other materials. Best of all, you don 't 
have to be a pro to handle it. Even 
beginners can get beautiful 
craftsmanlike results. Discover why 
thousands of hobbyists consider 
Mota-Tool the most useful power 
tool they ever owned. Ask for a 
demonstration at your hobby or 
hardware dealer. It' ll bring out 
the expert in you. 

Three deluxe kits with carrying 
case and 34 accessories 

from $34.95 to 549.95 

CREATIVE POVVER TOOLS 
Dept. 423 E , Dremel Manufacturing Company, Racine, Wisconsin 53401 

wire cutters and a f ile to round it off. Drill new holes as 
shown on the plans. A "Z" bend works best in the end of the 
pushrod which goes into the bellcrank. Once this bend is 
made, you must make the other bends to shape the push rod 
so it will exit through the wing as shown on the plans. The 
rest of the pushrod is straight, leaving enough to extend past 
the elevator. The bend at the elevator will be made later. 

The leadout wires should be the 1kA flexible (stranded) 
type. They also should be cut a little long. Attach them to 
the bellcrank along with the pushrod before bolting into the 
fuse. The method I use to attach the leadouts is to push the 
end of each through the bellcrank hole and then fold it back 
about one inch. Wrap th is loop t ightly w ith fine wire and 
solder (resin core). With a little practice you will find this job 
a snap. If you have it, be sure to rub a small amount of paste 
flux (resin type) onto the area to be soldered. This will make 
the solder flow well, making a good bond. Just be careful 
where you lay down the hot soldering gun. It doesn't belong 
on the seat behind you! 

Drill the hole for the bellcrank bolt into the plywood 
f loor 1/8" in back of the spar and 1/8" outboard of the 
centerline of the fuselage. When you put this mess of wires 
into the wing, the leadouts have to be fished through the r ib 
holes. When bolted in place, the bellcrank must work freely. 
Don't bolt it so t ight that it won't swivel. It is best to put 
some epoxy or white glue around the nut and bolt end to 
keep the nut from loosening up. I always leave a little of the 
bolt sticking out past the nut and mash the threads with 
snips. This will also keep the nut from falling off. When this 
tedious job is done, the planking can be finished. The bottom 
of the center section is easy; just cut to size, glue and pin in 
place. The topside must have a hole for the pushrod exit. 

Wing and fuselage assembly: To insert the wing into the fuse
lage, the cutout in the fuselage may have to be trimmed a 
little. Mark a centerline on the side of the fuselage. Try to 
keep the wing centered on this line. The fuselage also should 
be centered on the wing. This can be checked by keeping an 
equal spacing of the wing center planking on each side of the 
fuselage. Be sure to glue well during this assembly. 

Tail surfaces: The stabilizer and vertical fin is a simple matter 
of cutting the wood to size. It is not necessary to sand an 
airfoil cross section into these parts. Just round off the edges. 
Glue the cloth hinges well, rubbing the glue in with the 
fingers. The stabilizer and elevator assembly is glued in its 
proper place, keeping it level with the wing. The 45-degre~ 
stock balsa blocks are important to the structure of the tail 
end Glue these well for they will protect the parts from 
gett.ing knocked loose in rough handling or mishaps. The 
rudder is glued on next with a slight offset as indicated on 
the plans. Be sure to keep it square (at right angles) with the 
stab. When the tail end is dry, the control horn can be bolted 
in place, and the pushrod b~nt to Jit. Be sure the bellcrank is 
positioned right before making this bend. I then use a small 
keeper to secure the pushrod in place. 

Covering: The finishing process can be as ~ood or as bad as 
you want to make it. The framew_ork and nb edges should be 
given a couple of coats of sanding s_eal~r and then . sanded 
before covering. This makes the covering JOb a lot easier. The 
paint job can be started any t ime you feel like getting 
started. I'm one of those guys who paints a part as soon as it 
is made. It helps fill the t ime while Y?U a~e waiting for other 
assemblies to dry. As soon as the wing 1s together and the 
rough spots sanded out, give it a coat of sanding sealer. Do 
the same with the fuselage. The dope dries fast and the parts 
can be handled in only a few minutes. When all together, the 
plane should have two or three coats of dope, with a light 
sanding between coats. 

Before covering the wings, glue in two small pieces of 
aluminum tubing at the tips to run the leadouts through. 
These should be cut into the top wingtip doubler. Use a small 
round file, lining up the slot with the holes in the ribs. Glue a 
washer (which will fit a 1/4'' bolt) on the outboard wingtip 
(the outside of the fly ing circle) for the wingtip weight. 

Covering these small wings is easy- just the right size for a 
beginner. Cut four pieces of light-weight Silkspan big enough 
to overhang the wing panels. The grain of the paper should 
run lengthwise with the wing. To check grain, the tissue rips 
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Send 25c for new 28-page cata log # JAM-4 

easy and straight with the grain and rips jagged across the 
grain. Cover one panel at a time. Lay the tissue (dry) over the 
wing and spray with a fine mist of water using a Windex 
sprayer. Pull the edges of the tissue lightly to smooth out the 
wrinkles. Lift one edge at a time and brush clear dope onto 
the wood under the edge. Use your finger to wipe the tissue 
back in place, then brush clear dope over the edge again. The 
tissue doesn't have to be pulled real tight, just enough so it 
looks smooth with no sag between the ribs. As it dries, it will 
shrink tight. Do all four panels this way and allow to dry. 
Three coats of clear dope will seal the paper making it fuel
proof. Allow to dry between coats. When this is done, the 
plane is ready for the color coats. A last coat of clear (over 
the color) will give the plane a good shine. A light sanding 
between coats will knock off the rough feel. 

The last touch is to hold the elevator in neutral and snip 
both leadout wires to the same length, leaving enough to 
bend into loops. Wrap the loops with fine wire and solder. 

Install a Golden Bee engine with wood screws. Place one 
small washer between the engine and plywood on both in
board (toward center of flying circle) screws to offset the 
engine to point outside the circle. Put on a 51/4 x 4 prop and 
you are ready to go. Flying lines 35 feet long will do fine. 
The shorter the lines, the dizzier you'll get. If you think this 

plane is great or have problems, write to JAM and let us 
know. Happy flying. 

Materials Needed 
1/32" balsa sheet, 1 pc. 2 x 36" for wing planking 
1/16" balsa sheet, 1 pc. 3 x 36" for stab, rudder, wing tips, 
fuselage, top & bottom 
3/16" balsa sheet, 1 pc. 1 x 36" for trailing edge 
1/8" square balsa, 2 pc. 36" for spars 
3/32" balsa sheet, 1 pc. 2 x 36" for fuselage sides 

From scrap box (if you have one): 1/16" balsa, cockpit 
superstructure; 1/4" balsa, nose blocks; 1/8" blasa, topside 
stiffener (fuse); 1/8" plywood, bellcrank platform, landing
gear platform, nose; 45-degree stock, stab braces. 

Hardware: 1 pc. 1/16" music wire, 1 1/2A bellcrank; 1 lkA 
control horn; 1 1/2A leadout wire (flexible); 1 pr. l¼" racing 
wheels; 1 pr. ½A wheel retainers. 

Editor's Note: There are two difficult stages in control-line 
flying. The first is learning to fly with a trainer model, and 
the other, making the transitio11 to a more advanced model; 
that is, learning to stunt. 

The stimt trainer really requires that you already know 
how to fly. Flying i11verted is the big test. It is highly desir
able to have a more experienced modeler help you. 

If you are by yourself with only a helper, remember to 
talle off dow11wind, and to perform stu11ts, like loops, on the 
downwind side of the circle. 

First, get to know your airplane in ordinary flight, then 
start with gentle wingovers. When you can execute full wing· 
overs, become proficient with loops. After that, advice varies. 
You can try inverted flight off the top of a low loop, or first 
push on to figure-eights and then the inverted stuff. 

Co11f11sion in applying elevator when inverted is the dan
ger point, because up-elevator when upside down will ma/le 
the plane hit the ground. If possible malle your fin;t inverted 
entries over tall gross, etc. A handy trick is to remember that, 
if you want the model to go where the wheels are pointed, 
always use down. 

FULL SIZE PLAN SERVICE 
48 hour serYllce-pos1 palld 

JOl 21, Hot Canary-An all-balsa 
profile model of a famous racer 
makes a sturdy control-liner 
with an 049 engine. $0.75 

J0l 22, Sassy- A slow 02..,n• 
gined free flight model for sm all 
field sport flying or com
petition. $1.50 

J0323, Two Bits-An easy to 
build free flight model for an 02 
engine. Build it today, fly it to• 
morrow ! $ 1.50 

J0324, AMA Maxi-Jr.-A winner 
of the N ational Free Flight Soci• 
ety•s design con test. This one is 
a long flyer. $ 1.50 

J0525, Feather- This towline 
glider has contest type perfor
mance, If you are game for a 
tough project. $2.50 

J0721, Cessna 210- A profile 
free flight model using 02 
power. This is a real easy one to 
build. $2.00 

J0722, Jamboree- A great con
trol-line trainer using an 049 lo 
09. $1.50 

J09 21, Sun King- A single-chan. 
n el towline glider. T his is a good 
one for the beginning RCer! 
$1.50 

Jl 121, PhalZPhokker - A great 
gas-Powered free 11igh t model . 
It's as much fun as the name 
sounds. $0.75 

Jl 122, Merrimac-Relive the 
first submarine battle. $2.00 

J 11 23, Monitor-The Union 
Navy's answer to the Merrimac. 
Both of these operate on their 
own power. $0.75 

As A Set-both the Monitor and 
Merrimac $2.50 

JOI 31, JAM Trainer- A great 
RC, rudder-only proport ional 
model. This Is a great beginner 
RC model. $2.00 

J0331, NA T•29D-A great U· 
Control 09•powered plane. This 
is a really f ine stunt model, 
$2.00 

J0531, Nupiter-An inexpensive 
and simple-to-bull d gas free 
flight model. This is for the be• 
glnner. $1.7S 

J0532, Show Off- A controI· 
line l/2A stunter for the begin• 
ner. It's easy to build and simple 
to fly. $2.50 
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d fl ~ [f[J ~! go o? and get you~eff o! , more of these 
nifty little Control Line models. 

And are they simple! Kits contain from 6 to 9 die-cut 
Balsa parts as well as the metal engine mounts, 

complete Control System (less lines and 

~F""'~ ~~~~j-;;,;,) handle), Landing Gear, Wheels, 
~ authentic Decals, etc., all ready 

to use, which makes assembly a cinch 
IN ONLY MINUTES! 

KIT S-35 BEGINNERS THUNDERJET 2.95 
Almost any .049 Engine can be used 

and the flight performance is just great. 
. and if you bash the ground "when you're 

not ready to land," they're so light and strong 

KIT S-37 BEGINNERS EINDECKER 2.95 

KIT S-36 BEGINNERS SUPER CUB 2.95 

S-30 BEG. RINGMASTER 2.95 S-32 BEG. R ING. SIPE. 3.50 

AVAILABLE 
IN CANADA 

,11c n SUIJICT TO 
CHANGE WlfHOUT NOTICE 

that they're practically damage-free. 
By the way, Engines from most ready

to-fly plastic models can be used, 
so if you have one, don't waste it. 

It might require a little modification 
to install, tho. 

Plans are easy to read and complete. 
They even have a run-down on 

beginners' first time flights. 
There are six models at $2.95 and 

one Bipe (double winger) at $3.50, 
all about 21" wing span; and all the 

tools you need are generally found around 
the house. 

.. so get over to your dealer's 
and take a look ... at $2.95, 
you'll find they're the MOST 

for your fun . . . 
for your money. 

S-34 BEG. SPITFIRE 2.95 S-31 BEG. MUSTANG 2.95 
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